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" How can we judge the worth of a society?
On what bcisis can we predict how well a
nation will survive and prosper? Many
indkes could be used for this purpose; among
them the Gross National Product, the birth
rate, crime statistics, mental health data,
etc. In this book we propose yet another
criterion: the concern of one generation for
the next. 17-71.7-c7iTiren and youth of a
nation are afforded opportunity to develop
their capacities to the fullest, if they are
g;ven the knowlege to understand the world
and the wisdom to change it, then the prospects
for the future are bright. In contrast, a
society which neglects its children, however
well it may function in other respects, risks
eventual d i sorgan i zation and demise."

Urie Bronfenbrenner, Two Worlds of Childhood:

U.S. and U.S.S.R.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

A convergence of theory, knowledge, research and practice in early childhood

education growing public awareness d its benefits, and political and public support for

day care have created a climate out of which broad national policy will in all probability

emerge. This report focuses on the educational component of early childhood programs;

it does not deal with the pros or cons of getting welfare mothers to work or with providing

babysitting services to middle class parents. Our concern is with maximal development of

children, intellectually, socially, emotionally and physically.

The greater malleability of children under six; their rapid potential rate of

development; the greater opportunity in early years to counteract the debilitating effects

of poverty and thus to narrow or (lease the widening gap of intellectual achievement between

the poor and the non-poor; and the growing knowledge of how to establish and maintain

programs for early childhood learning; all of these provide a foundation for more attention

to and greater investment in the domain of pre-primary education.

Although there were occasional Federal forays into child core programs before 1965,

the last five or six years have seen the Federal investment in early childhood programs grow,

largely as outgrowths of efforts to combat poverty, notably through the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act, the Economic Opportunity Act which spawned Head Start and

Follow Through amendments to the Social Security Act, the Work Incentive program and

Concentrated Employment Program, Pareni and Child Centers, and the National School

Lunch Act. Actually, the Appalachian Regional Commission has counted over 300 separate

authorizations for child care, administered by 18 different Federal agencies, a feature which

has led to problems of coordination cmd reduced efficiency. More important, however, they

fail to serve more than a fraction of the nation's economically disadvantaged children who

NI 1



stand to benefit must from them.

Approaches to early childhood education have been diverse, ranging from highly

structured, heavily cognitively-based programs to more open and affectively-oriented ones.

Some program names have even entered the household vocabulary, including British Infant

School, Montessori, Head Start, and the newest face on the screen, "Sesame Street",

produced by the Children's Television Workshop. It is of interest to note that although

program content and style have been varied, sometimes even divergent, almost all have

shown positive effects when measured against an external criterion, suggesting that it may

be less the method than the fact of adult attention, stimulation and interaction that promotes

the success that has been found. This in part may also explain the newest emphasis upon

parent education programs as a means of fostering or reinfor..:ing the child's ma iimum develop7

ment.

A great deal of the program research and development has been conducted with

children from four to six years of age. Some work is also being accomplished with the

early infant stage .(La Crosse, Robert and Lee,Patrick, eds. pp .294-295) Surprisingly,

very little is reported with children two or three years of age, possibly due to their lack

of ready availability as subjects. Neverthdeu, the finding that major differences in mental

abilities between disadvar,loged and non-disadvantaged children are not found much before

eighteen months, but that the gap widens quickly after that, suggest a real possibility for

preventing impending deficits by early intervention. It is at these ages that parent education

programs, home vhitor programs, or variations of them seem to have greatest promise, as

opposed to the group-administered p,ograns found suitable for the more mature child

of four and five. This earlier intervention, coupleiwith diagnosis and remediation of health

and nutrition problems and with social services to create a favorable home climate for the

child,

ment.

appears to .be able to produce measurable gains in various aspects of child develop-
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Priority is given, in recommending early childhood programs for children under

six, to the needs of the disadvantaged. At the same time, a case is mode for providing

the benefits of early childhood education to the children of families with incomes up to $6,900,

a figure used in various day care and child development bills now under consideration by the

Congress.

The costs associated with the provision of such services are given in ways that

permit the reader to construct a program meeting his own constraints as to financial resources

and his own specifications, using modules of content, time or appboach; working with selected

age groups; and enrolling children at various levels of family income. In oddition to education

of young children, an ideal program is seen to include research at a fixed percentage of

obtlay, so that there can be an ever-increasing base of knowledge and evaluation on which

to build future improvements and effectiveness:and stafflraining both professional and para-

professional, required because of the highly labor intensive nature of the programs(about 80%

of total operating costs is for manpower).

FINDINGS

1. For children of four and five

We find substantial justification for a program of group-administered pre primary

education for children of ages four and five. Our conclusion is based on findings

related to such output variables as increased "school success" or academic achieve-

" . Merit; improved ability tO' adjust to the routine and life of the school, iricreased

promotions to first grade, reductions in first grade tetention incieased sUCcess on

"readiness tests", gains in IQ points and reduced likelihood of dropping out.:



2`. For children of three

We find less substantial evidence for a program of group-administered, pre-primary

eck,cation for children at age three. While three year olds are ready for some

degree of socialization experience, less is known about how to manage such programs

for them. LaCrosse and Patrick's (76) comprehensive survey of research finds a

paucity of research on children in the two and three year age groups. Until

further research has been completed, therefore, we would recommend centering

educational programs for three year olds around the home and parents or, when

necessary, in family or home day care as opposed to a more formal educational

environment.

3. For children from birth to three

We find strong justification for educational programs for parents of children from

birth to six and especially for parents of children up to age three or four. A

broad range of methods for providing parent education, with and without home

tutoring, has been tried, with invariably good results. From experiences and

studies involving parent education come reports showing significantly greater gains

(IQ) for the children of mothers in such programs than for children of mothers in

control groups, as well 3: improved performance on tests involving perceptual,

visual and vocabulary, skills. Furthermore, evidence that differences in various

abilities between socioeconomic groups generally begin to appear in the second

year suggests that parent education early in the child's life may work to prevent

the gap that appears then and later widens.

4. Learning for r

We find that specially designed television programs can produce achievement gains



for children of all socioeconomic groups. For example, after one year, children

who viewed the Children's Television Workshop program, Sesame Street, made test

score achievement gains on tests designed to assess the expected outcomes of the

program. Interestingly, gains seemed to be independent of socioeconomic status,

sex or regional groupings in direct relation to the amount of viewing by the child.

The cost of production and distribution, estimated at $1.00 per child per year,

lead to-a,recommendation thatprograms of this kind be made a port of the

experience of all children, not only at home, but at group facilities as well,

from home and family day care to full day kindergartens.

5. Diagnostic evaluation in early childhood

We find strong evidence for the importance of complete medical, psychological,

social service and educational diagnosis services at the time of entry into preschool

programs, along with provision for referral and treatment where necessary. The

Head Start experience, for example, which found large num bers of children with

educationally related medical deficienties such as poor vision, bone and joint

disorders, mental retordafinn -and severe psychological difficulties, demonstrated

that a program of education without reference to the rest of the child could only be

partially effective.

6. Maternal health and infant health and nutrition

The role of boih the pregnant mothers' and the infants nt.trition in the development

of brain cells has been documented (Dayton, 1969). In addition evidence that

prenatal care can reduce prematurity, birth trauma, measles and- other conditions

which may affect a child's later lecming capacity, emphasizes the need for universal

medical services for pregnant mothers. The White HOUSe Conference on Children,

in its report "Profiles of Poverty estimated for example, that one-fourth of the

453-405.0-- 72 - 2
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cases, (of mental reardation) could be linked to genetic abnormalities,

infections such as German measles during eady pregnancy, birth accidents or

postnatal infections or trauma ...In the remaining cases, inadequacies in prPnatal

and perinatal health care, nutrition child rearinocial and environmental

opportunities are suspected as cuuses of retardation." (p. 51, underlining provided)

Correction, or where possible, prevention, of such medical and learning disa-

bilities at an early age can have substantial positive effects on the child's

later learning and development. On a cost basis alone it is estimated that care

or education of a retarded or handicapped child if two or three times that of support

of a child in regular school. (Mclure, William and Pence,Audra, 1970, p. 96)

7. A needed research and evaluation base

We find the need for a national master plan for an expanded and continuing pro-

gram of research, demonshrion and evaluation of programs on developmentd infants

and children up to six. Gaps in knowledge ut the ages of two and three are

particularly worthy of priority as a basis for policy and decision making about

the best ways to meet their developmental needs.

8. Models for trainin of staff For earl,' childhood programs

We find a need for models of staff training as well as pre-service and in-service

training programs for professional staff, aides, assistants and paraprofessionals,

both volunteer and paid. It has been suggested that number, quality and personal

characteristics of staff are more important than level of professional training. (Abt

Associate 1971) Development of selection systems for these positions and training
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

InarsecaszemesarvermavalMEANTAMMMMIIVIMITMAI

From the foregoing findings, we advance the following recnmmendations:

1. Group p!eschool participation (full-day or half-day, depending on need)

for all four and five year old children from families with incomes below

the designated poverty level ($3,968 in 1970) and preferably for all

children from families with incomes of $6,900 or below, with provision for

payment fOr others earning higher salaries on a sliding scale basis. Staffing

patterns for kindergartens should move toward an adult-child ratio of 1:10;

for day care centers of 1:7; in keeping with the Federal interagency Day

Care Standards.

2 . Planned educational components built into day care programs for children

from birth through five years of age with working mothers.

3. Parent education programs for parents of children from birth through age

three.

4. Provision by all secondary schools and colleOs devebpment

programs to give students the understanding and skills necessary as

'future parents. As part of these courses, each high school.and college

would establish a preschool program and enroll children. A professional

teacher would direct the program. High school students would serve as

classroom aides, thereby gaining practical experience related to their courses

in theory and practice of child development. At the same time, assuming

an average of only twenty children in each of the.24,000 secondary schools

.



and 2,000 colleges in the country, between 500;000 and 600,000 pre-

school spaces would immediately become available.

5. Development and broadcast of telovision and other media programs, such as

Sesame Street, as supplements to home or school based programs, to serve

both children and parents.

Other recommendations aimed at assuring quality or efficiency in ear!), childhood learning

programs are proposed in the text of the report. Some of these are:

..Early medical, nutritional, psychological and educational diagnostic

services, with referral for treatment as necessary.

..A nationally designed master plan for research and evaluation, funded as

a percent of the Federal outlay for all pre-primary programs with immediate

priority to be given to the three year old child. Research of a longitudinal

nature, with replication and dissemination provisions and involving

development of reliable assessment instruments, should be encouraged.

..Development of models for staff selection and training: pre-service and

in-service; professional, aide, assistant and paraprofessional; volunteer

and paid.

..Community planning and coordination for early learning programs in order

to (1) reduce costs or increase efficiency of services; and (2) provide multiple

options to meet individual needs both of the children as to objectives, style and

content and of parents as to schedule and program preference.

Programs in early !wining should be characterized by at least the following criteria:

- -individualization in meeting the unique needs of each child.

- -Heterogeneity of enrollment, as to socioeconomk status, sex, race and



where possible, age.

--Continuity of learning experiences and articulation with higher age-level

aiucational programs.

--Parent invoivement in planning and evaluation as well as in teaching

and providing other services, when parents' work schedules permit.

- -A satisfactory ratio of adult-child contact, small class size and continuity

for children based on association with the same adults over time.

- -Availability of consultation services as needed, both in substantive areas of

learning and in evaluation methodolagy

- -Presence of at least one fully qualified professional in each program of

early childhood education, along with use of aides and paraprofessionals,

particularly parents indigenous to the community from which the children

are drawn as a means of adding to the child's security, bridging communi-

cation gaps between the teacher and the children, and decreasing the

pupil-staff ratio.

- -Recognition that the home is the principal education base for the child;

that day care or preschool is supplementary (ACEI, Daytime Programs for

Children). Steps should be taken to elevate the knowledge and skills of

parents and older siblings in child rearing and edirational practices.

- -Programs may be operated by a variety of institutions, including public

schools, other public agencies, voluntary organizations, religious and

proprietary (including franchised institutions). Licensure of facilities and

frequent inspection to assure physical health and safety standards should be

mandatory in addition, technical consultation in early, education,

provided by the public schools, nearby colleges or other acceptable

professional sources should be available and used.

xiv



--A management information system for effective planning, analysis and

evaluation of early childhood education programs must be developed, so

that a more adequate knowledge base for action can be accumulated than is

available now; similarly for a standardized cost accounting system.

Needs and Costs

It has been esEmated that of the 1,217,000 poor four and five year old children

who might have gained significant benefits from preschool education in 1970, only

411,000 were actually enrolled. There is presently, therefore, a wide unsatisfied

gap to which national concern should be directed. By 1975, we project program

capability to accommodate all poor four and five year olds, totaling 1,013,000 to be

enrolled in preschool educational programs.

For poor children younger than four whose mothers are in the workforce, we

recommend education in Family day care homes. There wee 600,000 poor children under

four whose mothers-were in the labor force in 1970, but the capacity of licensed family day

care homes amounted to only 147,000 spaces. It has been estimated that about

607,000 poor children younger than four with mothers in the labor force might need

full-day educational care.by 1980.

More detailed analysis of the statistics on needs can be found in Section VI .

Our recommendations focus on educational programs in facilities whether in kindergarten

or Frekindergarten, for all poor four and five year old children. At the same time, they

provide for full-day programs for all children under six of working mothers, and a migrant

preschool program that follows the migrant children from their home states to the user

states.

Costs for the total program mix in 1970 are estimated at $3 .2bille. Existin

appropriations targeted toward poor preschool Children amount to $1.043 billioa. Thus,

only about $2.6 billion of new appropriation woUld be required to carry ouf the pro-
,
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jected program, assuming transfer and application of existing funds to the new program.

(Section VII)

Anticipating that the first year or two will be devoted to training and capital

outlay, operation of preschool education on a nationwide scale would be fully available

to the target population by 1975. Research and development activities would be expanded,

especially at the outset to study the basic issue of whether three year olds should

participate in a planned group-administered educational program in special facilities.

The need for a more systematic and effective information system on needs and costs

is strongly emphasized; its absence has rendered difficult the acquisition and development

of data with a level of precision that would have been desirable in the preparation of

this report.

Funds for a program of early childhood education will, in the last analysis, be

decided in competition with other educational priorities and still other non-educational

worthwhile goals. This report concludes that preschool education, particularly for

children of low income families, can have important consequences and therefore warrants

high priority in the competition. Costs can be reduced as was noted above, by various

reductions in any number of ways: the target population served, the duration of the

program the nature of the program (TV or Day Care Centers), the adult-child ratio, the

amount of accompanying research, the amount of staff training provided or stretching out

implementation of the program. It is important to recognize in looking for needed monies,

that over $1 billion in funds are already being appropriated, (e.g. kindergarten programs

being directed to child care or learning in the States day care programs, SOhool Lunch

programs, ESEA Titles I and III Cooperative Research Act NIMH NICHD,research



is passed by the Congress. The amount of new money required would thus depend upon

the scope of the program to be mounted and on the aggregate of existing resources that

can be applied.

In a letter to Education and Public Affairs dated June 15, 1971, William

Mc Lure sums it up well: "Education is not a commodity that can be transacted by

governmental fiat; it is an investment in people, in human feelings, attitudes and skills.

We need to shape up our spirits as well as our pocketbooks. " Knowing what we know

now, we have nothing less than an obligation to a child to help him become whatever

he can, whenever that assistance must be given. The evidence is that it is better to

give it early than late.



INTRODUCTION

Until about 1965, education of children at the pre-primary level was viewed

by the public and by many schoolmen as nice, but not altogether critical. Not-

withstanding the growth in es tabl ishment and enrollment of children in kindergarten !

in the United States, their financial support by the states has been small ($150-$800

per child in 1967-1968). Other than kindergarten, efforts at early childhood

education prior to 1965 were sporadic and fragmented. Montessori schools, parent

cooperatives and public or private nursery schools hove represented the major. directions;

enrollment in them in 1970 was 1,094,000.

In 1965, Head Start emerged as a response to the needs of poor children, a

comprehensive service program incorporating health, nutritional, social service

and parent involvement, as well as educational components. Its impact has given

impetus to legislative debate on programs to incorporate early childhood education

os a part of day care in welfare reform bills. Support from a coalition of 26 public

interest groups, including women's liberafion, labor, teachers' groups, welfare

mothers, civil rights groups, church groups and others,, has given the legislation

significant political momentum. (Rosenthal,Jack, New York Times, June 14, 1971).

As public awareness has increased, research evidence accumulated over the years as

to the value of early childhood learning has been spotlighted, changing parental

attitudes from an essential/ laissez-faire position on early intervention to one that

sees planned learning programs reaching into the early years as not only acceptable

but necessary for a child's optimal development.

The basic focus of this report is on early learning. While there may be worth-

while social values in the goals of enabling low income mothers to leave welfare



rolls by working, or of providing ways for middle-class mothers to apply their

skills or interests outside of the home, our emphasis is not upon the mother, but

the child. We recognize that there will be parents who want to bring up their

children at home. We look at pre-primary programs of day care therefore,

primarily from the point of view of their learning functions not their custodial

functions. To the extent ihat other services, such as nutrition health or social

work actually affect the capacity of the child to benefit maximally from the

educational program however, we include them as aspects of the educational

program.

Our population is, by and large, the child under six even though chil-

dren at six years of age or older may, for one reason or another, be enrolled in

a kindergarten or other pre-primaly program. Within the under six population,

we place greatest emphasis for organized program planning on the ages of four

and five, not because learning of infants and children under four is less impor-

tant, but because the program implications of infant learning as a group activity

as yet only slightly discerned.

Furthermore, as a priority for national program planning we i'lave targeted

on the population of children from socioeconomically disadvantaged families

who fall under the poverty level ($3,968 for a non-farm fami ly of four in 1970),

those

many of whom now receive Aid to Families with Dependent Children. For the

children of thee families earl., learning efforts have the potential in part to

break the cycle of.poyerty 'by helping to insure acquisition of basic skills so necessary

In effect, it is the place where

and possibly most productively, be
, i

to later achievement of higher economic income .
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Beyond the poverty level group, consistent with legislation ,on Day Care

now under consideration by the Congress, we expand our interest to include

children of parents with incomes up to $6,900 per year, for whom the full cost

of early childhood education is often beyond their capacity to finance.

in studying the early learning field, we have found wide divergence between

approaches, but at the same time, successes for many of thes divergent programs.

From this finding we postulate not a single programmatic approach but rather

availability of multiple options through which the differing needs and desires of

parents can be met; the individual abilities, interest and styles of the child can

be matched; and the varying needs of inner-city, suburban and rural communities

can be realized. This point is made forcefully in a paper by Gerald S. Lesser,

" The Need for Diversity in American Day Care":

" In countries other therm the United States, Day Care
usually reflects a given nation 's effort to design the
l's;ngle most effective program for its children...based
on the assumption that the children are sufficiently
similar that onie the best program is developed, it will
be maxinially effective for all ...(However) our pluralism
demands a Day Care system that provides a multiplication
of opportunities and programs fitted to the diversity of
our children and families."

The consequences of.broader enrollment in pre-primary programs for children are

elaborated elsewhere in this report;' the consequences for existing,public School s

however, bear mention here. As children reach the first grade with hnproved

perceptual cognitive and language skills, and with ,more mature,eib urid inter-

personaI` development schools wi II have to, attic ulateS their programs, more c losely
,

.
with those of preschooli from 414hich children are carnit*: is' means that cumc-

ulum, teaching styles, classrobm- managementand'formulation ofrobjeCtiN4suttlint ,

doriettt,

T.



undergo re-thinking. The potential for change in elementary school practice

as a result of large scale participation in preschool is therefole, enormous.

The Carnegie Corporation, in one of its annual reports, anticipates this outcome:

" The final great issue is what should or must happen
to the elementary schools and by extension, the rest
of the educational system when cnd if early learning
programs become common, as it noW seems they cer-
tainly will."

To prepare for this, sc!-,00ls muebegin now to inspect what is happening in early

learning and to orient themselves to new efforts that afford continuity and insure

progress to children entering the system. Descriptive reports from the preschool

of each child's procIress and responsiveness to particular learning methods would

be valuable in helping the public school provide for smooth transition. Observa-

tion and participation by first grade teachers in early learning programs would

also help iti.I'minimizing the disruptiveness of discontinuity for the young child.

While emphasis is given to planned learning experiences in a group setting,

strong support is accorded improvement of skills of parents as "teachers". Since

infants and youlg children spend the ma;or part of their lives with parents it stands

to reason that parents, if knowkdgeable, can provide the kinds of experience and

environment most conducive to learning. Parents want to be able to aid in the

optimal development of their chlIcken, and there is evidence that they will parti-

cipate in programs which upgradertheir knowledge and sldlls for doing so.

Two Presidents have spoketi;of the importance of early childhood learning.

President Nixon observed that ",1The process of learning how to learn begins very

early in the life of an infant child"; and

have an opportunity for healthful\\ and stimulating development dUr1ng the first, five

years,of life." President Johnson \noted: ," I

, \\\

the early years are the critical years."

educatiaa, in:Yhealth n .all hUman

These observations have



been echoed and amplified now by both Houses of Congress, associations of

professional educators, others representing a variety of children's interests, unions,

federal departments, and a wide variety of pe;sons engaged in research representing

education, psychology, sociology, physiology and medicine.

What hos led to this groundswell of opinion is documented in the following

pages, along with alternative ways in which this interest can be translated into a

financially manageable voluntary national plan for action.
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IMPORTANCE OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

The demand for vastly expanded day care and early childhood education services is

becoming increasingly vocal. The public at large, reinforced by the work of numer-

ous researchers and practitioners, is coming to the inevitable conclusion that early

childhood education is important, if not for all, at least for a very large segment

of preschoolers. The evidence is certainly not completely in on the long term effects

of planned early intervention, but the trend seems clear.

The youngster from birth to six years of age is highly malleable and in a state

of neurological readiness for appropriate sEmulation and learning. As observed

earlier, an overwhelming amount of intellectual development takes place during this

period. If this is so, early stimulation and other learning opportunities can have

far-reaching consequences on the child 's general learning pattern and later develop-

ment. ( Palmer, Judith, 1966 p. 5).

Viewed from this vantage point, it is much more difficult to rescue a child who

gets off.to a wrong start than to institute planned developmental procedures at an

earlier period, simply because it is easier to learn something new than to stamp out

and replace a learned set of behaviors. ( Weber, E., 1970, p. 44; Bloom, B., 1965,

p. II)

Much that is significant is learned prior to six and rather, for example, than

viewing reading as the beginning of school-rebted learning, reading can be viewed

as the culmination of a series of learning experiences that begin at the time the child

'1
starts to speOk, some 4 1/2 years before he enters the first grade. (Frazier, A.fed.,

1968, p. 4.) As noted by Bruner, ... "the staggering rale at which the preschool

child acquires skills, expectancies and notion's about the world and about people;

, . ;
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the degree to which culturally specialized attitudes shape the care of the child

during these yearsthose are impressive matters that lend concreteness to the

Official manifestoes about the early years." (Bruner, Jerome S. 1970, CED

Supplemental Paper F34)

In 1961, J. Mc Vicker Hunt emphasized the importance of early childhood

experience, not only chaHenging the notion of fixed intellignece, but offering

evidence that stimulation as part of early experience could prevent occurrence of

intellectual deficits. ( Hunt, J. Mc Vicker, Intelligence and Experience, 1961)

If having certain experiences during the early years is critical, therefore, mare

planning of a child's environment may be needed, even as early as the first days

following birth. Considerable research now under way tends to support the view

that conceptual learning sets, habits, patterns and interest areas may wel! be

favorably established at early rather than at later stages of the developmental cycle,

but the conclusions as to specific program formats for doing so at this writing are

m uch less than clear. (NEA, 1965,p .5)

As a result of assumptions that children learn from birth and therefore, that

earlier stimulution and other interventions may prevent some observed disadvantaging

differences between groups of children, educational programs for infants have been

developed. Among the most promising of these Ore approaches increasing parental skills

and understanding in dealing with the child's developmental processes at home. Such

approaches seem to be far less costly and, from demonstration projects under way, as

effective as group or central day care centers for infants. It must be kept in mind,

nevertheless that most infant day care exists to provide care for children of working

mothers.



Special Importance for the Economically Disadvantaged

loomanaleassionagtent1P010112Ast''

Early educational intervention for the poor takes on a much higher priority,

particulady for those parents who desire success for their children in learning

academic skills as prerequisite to es cape from poverty. Studies have shown that,

while intellectual deprivation begins to reveal itself in ever widening gaps as children

mature, infants of poor families do not differ greatly from children of middle-class

families in intellectual functioning. By the age of 18 months, however, children

of poverty begin to differ from middle-class toallers in language development and

ability to make sense of the world. (Pines, Maya, NEA Journal, 1968, p. 43.)

If the deprived condition exists into later years, the effects are likely to become

more permanent. (Chesteen, H .,et al. July, 1966, p. 46) Although reference is

made to children of poor families the reader is cautioned to remember as Edward Zigler

noted in testimony before Congress, that:

"The poor in cur country do not represent a homogeneous
group of individuals, all of -v-h7m can be liftefin poverty
through the expenditure of a given number of dollars per family.
At one extreme we have economically disadvantaged families
that are intact, upwardly mobile, and who need very little
assistance in order for them to enter the mainstream of our
society. At the other extreme we have the demoralized, one-
parent family whose dependency has become an acceptable adjust-
ment to society rather than a state of affairs which must be
avoided or corrected. We have poor families at various points
along the continuum defined by these extremes."

Studies have also shown that school dropouts and school failures, represented in

disproportionately higher measure among the poor, could be traced to unsuccessful

competition in the first two years of school . (Chesteen H .,et al., 1966, p.5)

Certainly the trend can be extended back to preschool years when readiness for academic

learning can be expected to occur. And while efforts at enrichment in the elementary

school can significantly affect academic achievement, personality and mental maturity,

453-405 0 - 72.- 3



they fail to compensate fully for early experiential isolation. With increasing age,

it becomes more and more difficult for disadvantaged children" to develop compensatory

mechanisms, to respond to special programs, or to make the psychological readjustments

required to overcome the accumulative effects of their early deficits."( Deutsch, Martin,

1963, p. 177).

Observations of infants in the homes of many poor have yielded conclusive evidence

of severe physkal, social and emotional deprivation. Lack of food, poor nutrition,

inadequate housing, evictions, unstable family relationships, lack of attention and

affection, inadequate models for language learning, lack of verbal stimulation, limited

experiences, and other environmental stresses and deprivations cannot fail to affect the

development of these infants. Initial observations have suggested that some infants have

already adapted to a low level of intellectual stimulation, e.g., thay may continue

playing with a single toy in a perseierative manner far longer than most infants, or

may be passive and apathetic, rather than active and interested in their surroundings.

if the preschool experience of a child has not prepared him for school, school experience

can only lead to frustration failure and utlimately escape. Deutsch's work confirms

that children from deprived background display inadequacies whkh can only be

compensated for by planned intervention at earlier periods of intellectual development.

(NEA, 1965, p.35). Caldwell supports this position: "From the literature dealing

with the effects on disadvantaged children of early intervention at least three

currently valid conclusions may be drawn: a) enrichment helps, although b) the effects

appear to dissipate quickly unless continued support is provided, and c) early enrichment

efforts have a greater likelihOod of producing lasting gains." (Caldwell, Bettye April, 21969).



Importance for Middle-Class Children

While immediate attention is essential for large numbers of children of the poor,

the need for provision of early childhood educational 'experiences to a broader band

ot the population is nevertheless also impressive. First, an arbitrary income level

often does not demarcate those who require intervention from those who do not, since

not all deprived come from impoverished homes nor are ell impoverished children

deprived. ( Nininicht, Glen, 1970, p. 42} But beyond the artifact of a socio-

economic cut-off point, there are other compelling reasons to expand coverage to

include at least children from lower middle-c lass, or even middie-class families:

- -A study by Urie Bronfenbrenner shows that while children, from achievement

oriented homes tend to excel in performance they also tend to be more

aggressive, tense, domineering and cruel. (Weber, E. 1970, p. 42).

At least in the non-cognitive areas, then, preschool education may he of

vital importance to these middle-c lass children.

- -Within any level of the American socioeconomic structure, if parents are

preoccupied with personal problems, possess selfish interests, or have other

limitations, they cannot respond appropriately to meet the needs of their

youngsters. For those children, preschools may serve to compensate in part

for some of the deficits of the home environment and to aid in development

of a greater sense of Security and self concept.

- -In an urban context, many children are enrolled in preschool programs because

of absence of available playmates in the immediate neighborhood. For them

social learning becomes an impor,tant ohjecti've. (Frazier,A.ied., 1968 c. p. 3).

--"The lack of enrichment in-young mothers' lives,..aftens results in poor quality

child core and supervision...Frequently they arcnot educated in any way

II



for motherhood. " ( Pc:rent Cooperative Preschools International, 1970).

Family finances for the group above the poverty level are often insufficient

to meet the costs of preschool programs. According to the report on preschool

education by the Education Commission of the States, "...perhaps three4ifths of

the population have incomes large enough to prevent their children from attending

Head Start, and yet cannot afford provate programs. " Mary Dublin Keyser ling

estimates that:

'The great majority of those who need day care services
are middle income families. Of all famines with children
under 6,about 8% had incomes of under $3,000 in 1968.
tl% were in the $3,000 to $5,000 bracket. About one
half had incomes between $5,000 and $10,000. It is mothers
in the middle income groups who are most likely tics be in the
labor force; their labor force participation rates are signifi-
cantly higher than those with over $10,000 a year income.
Large nurnbeis of them seek day care for their children and
have been finding it increasingly difficult to obtain it at a
price they can pay. " .(Keyserling,M.D., Nov. 9, 1970).

Supplementary Benefits of Comprehensive Early Learning Programs

A discussion of the value of early education should not close without mention of

the possible health and other benefits of an organized comprehensive pre-primary program.

In particular, the opportunity for early examination, diagnosis and treatment not

only of learning difficulties but of health, nutritional, social and psychological problems

can go a long way toward preventing more serious, possibly irreversible damage if treat-

ment is delayed. As revealed in an examination of two million children enrol:lediri

Head Start programs:
,/

180,000 had eye defects; 60,000 needed glasses
20,000 had bone and joint defects
40,000 were mentally retarded or had a learning problem

requiring specialist evaluation
over 2,200 had tuberculosis
1,300,000 dental cases were found, with an average of 5 cavities each

5-10% had psychological difficulties sufficiently severe tO prevent
normal development.

( U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, Head Start, 1970, p. 9)



Conclusion

The experience of Head Start and of a number of European programs which have

provided planned educational programs at the ages of four and five demonstrates what

theoreticians and researchers have been saying, that important learning can and does

,take place at earlier ages than we have heretofore acknowledged. The value of

these pre-primary educational programs is further reinforced from the results of an

interview study with first grade teachers who seemed to agree "that the right preschool

program can go a long way in insuring the child's success in first grade. (Grade School

reacher, 1967, p. 208)

Notwithstanding the accumulated values of early learning, it must also be noted

that there is no evidence to indicate that all children under six should be in a clas.,-

room three hours a day, especially where the necessary environment and parental

skills exist at home to assure optimal intellectual, physical, social and emotional

development. (Nimnicht, Glen, Compact, p. 6) Early learning programs are advo-

cated as a supplement to, not as a substitute for the parent as teacher, since it is

recognized that young children do learn, with or without special programs. For the

millions of children under six who do snot have the advantage of the beneficial environ-

ment required to advance their learning, however, evidence pieced together from many

sources strongly supports a broader base of available educational services for them, and

most partic ularly for socioeconomically disadvantaged children who appear to suffer the

greatest deficits.
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PROGRAM APPROACHES FOR CHILDREN, PARENTS

AND PRE-PARENTS

Theoretical Bases for Early Childhood Programs

Theoretical underpinnings for today's practice in child development and

education may be traced to Rousseau, Voltaire and Locke, and more recently to

the thinking and writing d Piaget, Skinner, Freud and others. ( Cowles, Milly in

Educational Leadership May, 1971, pp. 792-794) These old other thoorists have

attempted systernattcally to explain various aspects of development, such as the

manner in which a child thinks or learns, the influence of society on the child,

a child's affective growth, or the importance of the child's interaction with his

environment.

In a comprehensive article in Child Develo ment (Dec .,1968) Lawrence

Kohlbeig defines child development theories as falling into three categories: (1) matura-

tional (2) cognitive-developmental or interactional, and (3) cultural.

(i) The maturational view. Within this line of thinking falls the work of

investigators like Gesell (1945) who held that development was a matter

of predetermined growth based on principles of psycho-physical maturation.

While less accepted today, the concept of norms for describing specific

achievements at pre-designated ages has served as a generally useful set of

guidelines. Another thread in the "maturational" school derives from the

psychoanalytical persuasions of men like Freud and Erikson. In their psycho-

sexual-personality framework, the view is taken that education must be

planned to help a child cope with a world in which language, cognition and

perceptual-motor learning are important because because they contribute to

3-1
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the broader development of "competence" and "healthy functioning".

The "traditional" nursery school, which provides opportunities for

"unfolding " of social and emotional qualities of the child is an illustration

of a program based on this theoretical model.

(2) The cognitive-developmental or interactional view is held by such

theorists as Piaget, Werner, Montessori, Vygotsky and Dewey. Their

thinking is

" based on the premise that the cognitive and affective
structures which education should nourish are natural
emergent: from the interaction between the child and
the environment under conditions where such interaction
is allowed or fostered." (p. 1015)

This theory, postulating transactions between the developing child and his

environment which require adaptation, accommodation and assimilation,

does not consider the child to be simply on abject waiting to unfold over

time. By interacting with his environment, it is believed that qualitative

changes take place in his cognitive structures.

Along with Piaget, Hunt and others, Jerome Bruner caries forward

the "cognitive-transactional" view of a naturally active, seeking, adopting

being who learns and is shaped by continual transactions which he often

initiates with the environment. The purpose of education, from his point of

view, is to plan "environmental encounters" that respond to the child and

match his level of development, at the same time allowing him a great deal

of choice. Piaget's careful research led to the conclusion that the more a

child sees and hears, the more ha is ready to see and hear; the more he copes

with his environment, the more able he h to cope and at a higher

mastery level.

3-2
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An example of pragmatic applications of these theories include

the Brithh Infant Schools, whkh use structured materials and provide practice

in sensori-motor activities and in concrete operational tasks. Because of its

primary emphasis on cognitive learning, this theoretical view has also been

successfully implemented in models for disadvantaged children. (e.g., the

cognitively oriented curriculum developed by David Weikart and others)

J. Mc Vicker Hunt and others further question the unduly depressing

impact of the genetic maturational view, stressing instead the importance of

environmental factors on learning. Intelligence is seen as a dynamic process

subject to the influence of innumerable experiential factors. Hunt believes

further that experiential deprivation not persisting too long is substantially

reversible. He lays to rest the concept of development as fully laid down in

the genes, giving equal recognition both to environment and heredity

in intelligence, personality, and ',competence".

(3) The learning theory or cultural training point of view, which can be traced

from John Locke through Thorndike and Skinner. This thinking

" assumes that what is important in the development of the
child is his learning of the cognitive and moral knowledge
and rules of the culture and that education's business is the
teaching of such information and rules to the child through
direct instruction. " (p. 1015)

Accepting largely that the child becomes the adult his environment has made

him, a case is made for a behavioristic-environmental point of view. In this

conceptualization, which revolves around conditioning theories, external

rewords and punishment are believed to reinforce the development of

specified learning behaviors. If behavioral objectives can be explicitly
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stated, application of specific learning strategies, along with appropriate

reinforcements, will lead to behavioral change in the child, of a degree

measurable against criterion-referenced behaviors stated in the objectives.

An example of a program with this theoretical base would be the direct

instruction model of Bereiter-Engelmann or the'behavior modification

approach.

While the foregoing trends of thought provide rationales for early childhood education,

it was for Benjamin Bloom to elaborate a form of cost-benefit for them. In 1964, Bloom

hypothesized the consequences of a restricted type of environment on intellectual develop-

ment as representing a potential deficit from birth to four years of age of as many as

ten IQ points, and from four to eight of another six IQ points. (Gerall, Helene and

Crovetto, Lorraine, 1966, pp. 3-4). Stated differently, Bloom projected that "in terms

of intelligence measured Kit age seventeen, about 50% of the development takes place

between conception and age four, and about 30% between ages four and eight,and about 20%

between the ages of eiilt and seventeen." (Palmer, Judith, 1966,p.5; Mclure,William and

Pence, Audra, 1970, p. 19) These conclusions set the stage for Head Start Programs by

postulating that educational intervention between the ages of three and five can raise

the IQ of a culturally disadvantaged child as much as 10 to 15 IQ points. (Gerall,

Helene and Crovetto, Lorraine, 1966, p.6)

The general cc aclu sion of these modern theoretical models of early childhood

learning is that intelligence is not fixed, nor is development totally pre-determined. There

are 'iodequate date to support the contention that the culturally deprived chiid benefits

from compensatory education in terms of improvements in general intelligence, language

abilities, perceptual discrimination and self-confidence. (Gerall,Helene and Crovetto,

Lorraine, 1966, pp 12-13) Decrying the past and present philosophy of leaving much of the

child's early development to chance, Hunt challenges that "The problem for the manage-
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mint of child development is to find out how to govern the encounters that children

have with their environment to foster both an optimally rapid rate of intellectual

development and a satisfying life." (Caldwell, Bettye M. in Merrill-Palmer Quarterly,

1970, pp. 262-263)

Those who prefer the eclectic point of view favor the education conceptualization

which addresses the "whole child", recognizing the importance of cognitive processes, but

not necessarily less the social, emotional and physical processes for achievement of

"competence" as a child and as an adul. Edward Zig ler sums up why.

" The child's history of deprivation, or failure, his motivation
for attention and affection, his wariness of adults, his views
of himself, and his expectancy of success are lust as important
determinants of how ha functions as his formal cognition. If
we are going to fulfill our obligation to the children in our care
and the society in which both ihey and we are members, we must
be equally concerned with both the cognitive and the personal
development of the child."
(Zigler, Edward, May, 1970, p. 412)

The present debate revolving around theories of early childhood learning will

assure lively discussion for some time to come, and hopefully, will stimulate continued

effort at model development and hypothesis formulation. From our point of view, those

programs which oddness the "whole child" and whic.h draw eclectically and complementarily

from the potpourri of theoretical formulations are mcst likely to meet each child's variable

needs and to diminish the possibility of later, unaccounted for, negative side effects in

his growth.



A Conceptual Schema for Preschool Programs

Deriving their objectives from the various theoretical positions about development,

many preschool program curricula focusing on children from three to five years old have

been developed in recent years. Several have gained national and international recogni-

tion. The Intel, of this section is to describe a number of current program models, ranging

from the highly structured direct-instruction approach to the open classroom child-initiated

approach adapted from the British Infant School model. Some of the program models described

here are currently being implemented as part of the Head Start Planned Variation study.

For ease of comparison, the program formats are presented in terms of a two-

dimensional schema developed by David Weikart.

As seen from the figure, the two axes represent the role of the teacher (vertical)

and the role of the child (horizontal), with the extremes of each representing response

activity on the one hand and initiating activity on the other. The four resulting quadrants

provide a format for types of program based on that program's level of child ond teacher

response or initiating activity. For example, Programmed Curricula belong in the first

quadrant because they call fo: teacher initiation or direction but response behavior on the

port of the child. Several of the current array of preschool programs have been placed on

this model according to their objectives and approach. Descriptions of these programs follow

the figure.
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Programmed Currk ula

(transaction between
teacher and child, child
and material)

Academic Preschool
B shaviora I approaches of

Bushell
Juniper Gardens

Role of Child:

resoonds

FIGURE I

1Role of Teachen

....,
initiates

Open Framework Curricula

(transaction between child
and environment)

DARC EE
Ameliorative Program
Learning to Learn
Cognitively Oriented Curriculum
Institute for Developmental Studies

ustodial Care

Role of Teacher:

responds
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Role of Child:

initiates

C hi Id-Centered C urricula

(general development of
whole child)

Bank Street
Responsive Program
New Nursery School
Responsive Environment Approach
Montessori
Tucson Early Education Modal
Educational Development Center



Although the three types of child development curricula ( programmed,

open framework and child centered) may hold similar objectives, they present

distinctive approaches to early childhood education. In addition to differences

in initiating and response activity indicated on the model they also differ in

their focus on cognitive or affective skills, strategy or methodology and their

basic theoretical assumptions. Within each of the three categories, some of the

unique features of each approach are pointed out.

Descriptions of Programs

Proirammtd Curricula

Academic Preschool (Berieter-Engelmann, now Becker-Engelmonn)

A structured approach which assumes that every child can achieve

academically if he receives adequate instruction and if there is

payoff for learning. Programmed materials for reading, arit hmetic and

language are rigidly prescribed; the teacher reinforces desirable

behavior along specific lines.

Behavior Analysis (Bushell) Uses systematic reinforcement and

programmed materials to teach needed skills. tat teacher is a

behavior modifier. Parents are part of the program, Wed and

trained to use positive reinforcement techniques and

are also responsible for te4hing these techniques to ale. parents.

Open Framework Curricula

DARCEE, Demonstration and Research Center for Early Education,
George Peabody College (Susan Gray)

A program centered around two brood c lasses of variables: (I) attitudes

relating to school-type achievement; and (2) aptitudes relating to
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such whievement. To promote attitudes relcating to school

success, the program provides experiences to develop achievement

motivation, persistence, delay in gratification, interest in school

type activities, and identification with achieving role models.

Objectives ars (I) promote attitudes to achieve, (2) experiences

in perceptual development, (3) concept formation, and (4 language

development. A home-visitor program with weekly contacts of

45 minutes, is included as a supplement to classroom.

Ameliorative Program (Karnes) A structured approach using behavioral

objectives and criterion referInced tasks, giving emphasis to individual

child. The goals of program include: (I) enhancement of cognitive

development, particularly language; (2) development of motive-
(

tion conducive to learning; (3) acquisition of effective information-

processing skills; (4) development of a positive self-concept;

(5) enhancement of social and emotional development; (6) promo-

tion of motor skill development; (7) parent participation; and

(8) enhancement of staff competeacies.

Learn;ng to Learn (Sprig le). A sequential program of guided learning

experiences based on motor, perceptual and symbolic developmental

tasks. Objectives include: (I) stimulation of intellectual develop-

ment, (2) reduction of the complexities of problem solving, reasoning

by classification and association, concept and symbol formation, spatial

relationships, decision making, and an understanding of numbers by

means of games; (3) replacement of the exposibry method of

teaching by stablishing a game atmosphere; (4) development of
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motivation and appropriate attitudes; and (5) development of coping

behavior.

Cognitively Oriented Curriculum (Weikort) Derived from theories

of Pinot, the program has three foci: (I) the cognitively oriented

curriculum; (2) the teacher; and (3) the home, where teacher works with

mother to promote cognitive development of the child. Objectives

are language training and development of self concept; learning

objectives stated as behavioral goals.

institute for Developmental Studies (Deutsch). This program focuses

on both cognitive and affective development, working in areas of

concept formation, perception, language, self-image and social -

emotional growth. The program has five basic elements: curriculum

development, training of teaching and supervisory personnel,

demonstration, evaluation and research. Community and parent

participation are emphasized.

Child-Centered Curricula

Bank Street Early Childhood Center. A developmental approach to

enable the child to become deeply involved and self-directed in his

learning, in both individual and group activities. The child is free

in the classroom to investigate and explore through concrete, sensory

and motor activities interrelated with opportunities for functional

and expressive use of language. The key elements include: (I) staff

development; (2) parent involvement; and (3) community relations.

Responsive Model (Nimnicht) and New Nursery School. Ibis discovery

approach with activities intended to be intrinsically motivating and

self-rewarding. The objective is for the child to develop both a

, f I
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positive self-image and intellectual ability. Emphasis is given

to increasing the child's sensory and perceptual acuity, language

development and concept formation, problem solving and abstract

thinking ability. The total environment is organized to be

responsive to the child. An environment is responsive if: (I) it

permits the learner to explore freely; (2) it informs the learner

immediately about consequences of his actions; (3) it is self-pacing;

(4) it permits the learner to make full use of his capacity for discovering

relations of various kinds; and (5) its structure i such that the learner

is likely bo make a series of interconnected discoveries about the

physical, cultural ard social world.

Responsive Environment Center (REC) Uses specially designed learning

materials and educational technology, such as the talk ing page,

self-correcting materials and the talking typewriter. The teacher

selects and guides activities based on observation of the child

interaction with the environment, with emphasis on independent

work rather 'than group instruction. Balance is provided between

structured and non-structured activities. A home learning unit is

available to parents.

Montessori. Emphasizes learning as contributing to child's competence

and sense of ability manage routines of life. Montessori is a structured

approoch which deemphasizes social and emotional development.

Through opportunity for the child to find experiences which match

his own particular interests and stage of development, his spontaneous
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interest in learning is hopefully tapped. By placing children

three to six years of age together, the program takes advantage of older

children serving as models for younger children.

T..2caorlIysrl Education Model. The program emphasizes development

of behavioral skills and attitudes categorized as: language competence,

intellectual base, motivational bose, and societal arts and skills.

A flexible currkulum is provided, along with opportunity for frequent

small group and one-to-one interaction. Imitation of desirable

behavioral models is encouraged; social reinforcement is given for

behavior and skill acquisition. Assumes that (I) the child does not

have to be forced, or even requested to leorn, and (2) optimal

functioning of histructional program depends on effective parent

involvement .

Educational Developmmt Center(EDC) . Objectives are: (I) to help

fashion classroom environments responsive to the individual needs of

children as well as to the talents and styles of teachers and (2) to

develop the advisory concept as a way of facilitating continued growth

and change in schools. Class activities arise from needs and interests

of the group rather than from a prescribed curriculum; the teacher

serves as a catalyst.

Choice of a Farticular approach depends on one's view of development and

education and, of couns,the chi!dren with whom one is working. Those who

emphasize the need for childr en to acquire cognitive skills, for example, would select

the programmed, direct instruction or behavioral models, whkh emphasize development

of preacadernic skills, such as number and letter recognition, reading, writing and
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language. Those who would focus on education of the whole child, on the

other hand, might encourage such experiences as free exploration and self-expression

to increase the child's sense of self-worth, trust of adults and of the world, and

respect for others.

Television as a Program Approach

Children's Television Workshop (Sesame Street)

Sesame Street, according to its developers, was designed to

"gain as c regular audience the optimum number of America's 12 million children

between the ages of three and five, and to teach them the beginnings 'af

language, reading, numerical skills; reasoning and problem solving; an

awareness of self and the world around, and social, motel, and affective

development." In the cognitive area, at least, positive learning gains

were achieved and "The Educational Testing Service report card tended to

uphold the hoped for universality of Sesame Street in this area. Without

discrimination, disodvantaged inner-city children, isolated rural children,

block children, white children, all benetitted measurably. " (Children's

Television Workshop, 24: December, 1970)

Although it provides useful educational experiences for the

children who watch it, Sesame Street cannot be considered an alternative to

other early childhood education programs. For one, used alone, it lacks

the socialization opportunity and sustained odult contoct of group centered

approaches. Used with other preschool approaches, however, whether in

day core facilities or in the home, it holds great promise as a substantively

sound and economical supplement.
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National Instructional Television Center (Ripples)

Ripples is a series for young children (app.-oximately kindergarten

to second grode) that deals primarily with human values, feelings and needs.

Successful results in meeting objectives have been obtained by most of the

foregoing approaches. To assume that justompreschool experience is beneficial,

however, seems at present to be false (Palmer, Judith, 1966, p.I2). For example, day

core programs without planned educational components may not be beneficial. For thh reason,

Federal Interagency Day Core Standards specify requirements for educational services, as

follows:

" (a) Educational opportunities mu* be provided for every child. Such opportunities
should be appropriate to the child's age regardless of the type of facility in which
he h enrolled; i.e., family day care home, group day core home or day care
center.

(b) Educational activities must be under the supervision arbd direction of a staff
member trained or experienced in child growth and development. Such supervision
may be provided from a central point for day care homes.

(c) The persons providing direct care for children in the facility must have hod
training or demonstrated ability in working with children.

(d) Each facility must have toys, games, equipment and material, books,etc
for educational development and creative expression appropriate to the particular
type of facility and age level of the children.

(d) The doily activities for each child in the f acility must be designed to influence a
poiti-ie concept of self and motivation and to enhance his social, cognitive and
communication skills. "

(Senate Finance Committee, June 16,1971, p.153)

Diagnostic Centers or Services

To provide for on optimol match between the child and the preschool program,

as well os to provide comprehensive services for the child and his family, diagnostic service

centers hove been proposed. One plon (Allen, 154) would make the service
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available in each school district as follows: at age 2 1/2, the child would be brought

to a Central Diagnostic Center by his parents or guardian. The purpose of the Center

would be to learn everything about the child and his background fer destan of a

plan and individualized learning program For Mm. This would include educational

ond medical diagnosis, and home visits by a trained paraprofessional, who would

become the family's counselor. After completion of various tests, the Center would counsel

with parents to arrive jointly at a preschool experience ideally suited to the child's needs.

Medical referral and treahnent would be arranged for ond nutritional deficiencies corrected.

Continuing evaluations would be mode until the child reached the age of six, with altera-

tions depending on the child's progress. Parents would, oF course, be consulted at all

times.

PROGRAMS FOR PARENTS AND POTENTIAL PARENTS

In oddition to the preceding models and approaches for children of three to

five, a variety of programs for parent education has evolved in recognition of three

focton: (I) preschool education should be a supplement to, not a substitute for, parents'

roles in edutating young children; (2) the period before planned group education

experiences away from home, i.e., birth to three or four, is crucial in the child's

development, and that parents have full responsibility for their ehild's education during

this period; and (3) the need for developmental child core servkes for working mothers

must be met.

The concept of potent education is based on the belief that early childhood learning

does not occur only in a group situation and that handsome gains can be mode economictil Iv

by maximizing the home as a learning environment and the ability of parents as

teachers. Its aim is to attempt to prevent developmental defkits from occurring, both before

and after infants ore born, by training parents to provide the kinds of activities that children
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of this age reqvire for adequate development and to provide for other than educational

services where needed as well. There is considerable evidence that efforts to improve

parent knowledge about child development and skills in applying the principles and

techniques to their own children have positive impact at relatively little cost, particula:ly

in preventing intellectual, emotional and social deficits.

Quotes from a column in the Philadllphia Bulletin of September 8,1968, captioned

"How To Mole Home Baby's Learning Lob" express the feeling of many specialists about the

potential of the infont years for development:

Says Minnie Berson, formerly with the Office .of Education,
" There is no longer any question that the very youngest of

infonh ore open to learning...After all, they hove to
learn to survive."

Senior psychologist William 0. Jenkins of New York's Institute
for Child Development ond Experimental Education notes that
youngsters ochieve the remarkable feat of using sounds in a
recognizable language by the time they ore 2ond do it solely
by imitating sounds and other clues in the world around them.

" The way I like to put it, " Jenkins concludes, "is that learning
starts at conception; education starts at birth."

Some research substantiates the value of vary early stimulation and learning.

Earl Schaefer, for example, hos found the emergence of differences ii mean mental test

scores among different social groups during the pericd of eorly verbal development: the

second year of life. (Schaeer, Earl, Ch. 5 in Education of the Infant ond Young Child,

1970). In his longitudinal effort, Burton White is studying the development of "overall

competen.:e in children who hove gotten off to a superb start in their early years"

toward the Goal of "optimizing human development rather than merely removing develop-

mental doficits. " (White,Burton L., Director, of Preschool Project, Graduate School of
Fducation, Harvard University, in letter of June 25,1971 to Education and Public Affairs,

accompanied by a 1971 pre-draft article (146) to appear in Interchange). Jerome Kogan

also firth the first three years critical in determining or predicting loter child and adult
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behavior. (Gordon, Ira, 48: 1470, p.4)

A model program for infants and very young children has been implemented

by Ira Gordon, Director of the Institute for Development of Human Resources, University

of Florida. In o letter to Education and Public Affairs , he states:

My research would indicate that a 'formal' program, that is 'planned'
should begin by three months of age and should trost likely take place
through s me form of home visit activity ...a longitudinal program begun
early might have more chance of lasting effect than a short term one (one
or two years) begun around age 3 or 4. Such a planned program should
not ne limited to disadvantaged or ethnic populatioes...Although these may

be, fur a short run, the primary targets, ...there ate a great many young
mothers who are technically 'middle-class' who lack the former folklore
skill and may even lock the understanding to provide a maximally educa-
tionally stimulating environment for their children wVich strengthens both
their intellectual development and the affective development of the child."

The value of trainie parents to teoch has been supported in a number of studies.

One innovative program, for example, has shown that "mothers of poverty on Aid to

Families with Dependent CMIdren can be tanght to be effective teochers of their own

preschool children. " (Hunt, J. Mc Vkker, American Journal of Orthohic:22,Jan. 1971)

When properly equipped with slcills, confidence, attitudes and sometimes materials, parents

can serve a number of valuable functions in the development of their children. They can

show, tell and listen for their childrer and, as suggested by Earl Schoefer, establish

the home as a learning center". In one research program, for example, Merle Karnes

and associates at the Usiversity of Illinois demonstrated that children of mothers given

training as teochers achieved greater intellectual mean gains than children of mothers

not receiving the same training. Bettye M. Caldwell states "that optimal learning

environment for the young child a) exists when a young child is cared for in his own home,

b) in the context of a warm and nurturont emotional relatiohship, c) with his mother (or a

reasonable facsimile thereof) under conditions of varied cognitive and sensory input."

(Caldwell, Bettye M. American Journal of Orthopsychin, Jan .1967, p.I9)
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Parents very often lack training in the bask essentials of physical and

psychological care for their children or the sensitivities requhite to carrying out their

"parent as teocher" roles. In fact, the parent finds himself caught in a web of partial

knowledge, bombarded by living odvertisements, by the enticementsof television, by

well-publicized books, by a frightening new sense of the importanceof early childhood.

(Hymes, James, The PTA Magazine, Sept.1968, p.12) H. is certainly unaware of the

operational steps required for preparation of children to use optimally the learni ng oppor-

ttesities open to them. (Tomminen, Armes, et.u1., 19o7, p. 6)

Yet Gordon demonstrates that at least substantial portions of poor parents can be

taught to be effective teochers of their young, when given models to imitate, when models'

actions are explained, and when home visitors bring new ways of child rearing into the

home. Olunt,J.McVkker, Harvard Educatknal Review, Spring, 1969, p.294) And

parents are interested, according to Virginia Klaus, Cocrdinator of Early Education Projects

at Prince Georges (Maryland) Public Schools. Working with 50 families which included

one hundred children below school age, she found that "most mothers welcome the oppor-

tunity to get advice on child rearing and-to share their concerns obout their children"

Parent hvolved Programs

2,

Bettye Caldwell has described programs that are concerned in one wey or another

with cognitive eniichment of infants and young children as omnibus models, parent-oriented

models and child-oriented models,or combinations of these. Omnibus programs are directed

simultaneously to both the infants and the parents; they ore comprehensive in their inclusion

of health and social service components. Parent-oriented programs provide tutorial or group

experience for parents 'With the clear intent of having this effort produce cm impact on the

child by virtue of changed behavior of the parents. "Child-oriented programs Focus their
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enrichment activities almost solely on the child. "The parent may or may not

observe and may or may not be expected to carry out any continuing activities with

the child. It is probably accurate to state that in all operational programs the key activities

represent slight variations in emphasis rather than exclusive patterns of action...*

(Caldwell, Bettye M. In Herbert Rie, ed.,1970, p. 17)

In these programs, parents may come to school for regular sessions with a

" teacher"; teachers visit the home on a regular basis to observe and offer guidance to

the parents; book- or toy-lending libraries may be established; baby:Ming or transportation

costs for parents to attend meetings may be paid; and in some cases, nutrition, health

and other social services may be provided.

Some of the parent education programs reporting positive results from research

and demonstration, include the Children's Center at Syracuse, New York (Caldwell and

Richmond), Infant Education Research Project (Schaefer), Parent Education Program at

GainesAlle, Florida (Gordon), Child Care Project of the Yale Child Study Center at

Providence, Rhode Island, Child Care Project of the University of North Carolina at

Greensboro (Keister), Mother-Child Home Program at Freeport, New York (Levenstein),

Structured Tutorial Program at Champaign, Illinois (Pal nter, Karnes) and the Harlem

Research Center of the City University of New York (Palmer).

Parent-CF,ild Centers

Begun in the fall of 1968 and now sponsored by the Office of dild Development,

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Parent-Child Centers (PCC) emphasize

the family as the agency to be served. Planned to provide comprehensive services, they

include health care for the child and other family members, prenatal education of the

mother, a program of stimulation in infancy, day care, and an education
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program for the parents in child development, family management, job skills

development and husband-wife relati,bnships. The PCC program al., includes social

services to the entire family and suogests programs to involve family members in partici-

pation in neighborhood and community. The objectives of the Parent-Child Centers are:

I. Overcoming deficits in health, intellectual, social and emotionai developmert
amid maximizing the child's inherent talents and potenfialities;

2. Improving the skills, confidence, attitudes and motivations of the parents as
citizens, parents, and individuals;

3. Strengthening family organization and functioning by involving the youngest
children, the parents, older children in the fa-nily,, and relatives;

4. Encouraging a greater sense of community and neighborliness among the famMes
served by the center;

5.Providing training and experience for both professionals and nonprofessionals who
may then bo employed to work with parents and children;

6. Serving as a locus for research and evoluntion of progress toward the objectives
stated above.

Other Approaches

Parent education programs, in oddition to the approaches given above,can be

conducted in a number of ways, such as by use bf neighborhood mobile units, through

television programs aimed at parents and by involvement of parents as staff in the actual

preschool program.

The Office of Child Development, administrator of the Head Start program, is also

currently investigating other possibilities in the spectrum of pronrams for parents,with the

objective of launching in the near future a national program around the projected title

of Home Start.

Pre-Parent Education

Another appronch to parent education--aimed et mazimieng future parent sicills--is

one of providing adolescents the opportunity to learn about child readng and the davelopment

of children through first-hand experience.
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" Just as business education students nes! typewriters to proctke on;
just as chemistry students need their lobs; just as driver education
requires a high school to hove automobiles, we need such nursery
schools in every high school so students--boys as well as girls--
can have the chance to work with children, to observe and study
them, to find out what makes them tick. The most obvious fact
in the world is that high schoolers are heoded toward family life.
Studying children--with the nursery school as the lab--ought to
be an integral port of every high school curriculum.

Right now, without wai ting any longer, we ought to hove at leost
one publk nursery school (or day care cen-er) in every high ichool
in America to help our adolescent boys ond oirls get ready For family
life."
(Hymes, James L. ,Jr :968)

We endorse the widespreod introduction of practical pre-parent programs at the

secondary school and college levels. In addition to teoching adolescents about family

life, programs of this noture offer the benefit of providing at least one clas;room of

preschoolers (15-20 children) in every school; thus they moy become a source of greot

potentiol for helping to meet the need for services to young children.

As a concluding note on the role of parents, the following paragraph from a

review of research on cognitive development in the early years is worth quoting:

" The argument for poren:al involvement in the education progrom is simple and
important. The purems ore with the children the greater proportion of their
lives and cognitive development is a function of the totality of the actions in
which the children are engoged. There con be no division of the day for the
child along edmational (work) and ion-educational (leisure) dimensions such
as we pretend to have for school age children cnd for adults. The preschool
child is not attuned to education while his tutor is in his home or while he is
in the dcy core center and then ,,reoccupikd with living at other times.
He is always in the process of experimentation and growth. The only way to
truly affect his cognitive development; thus, is to be fostering it always."

(Lichtenberg, Philip and Norton, Dolores, November 1970, p.88)



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR EARLY

CHILDHOOD EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES

Although group communal care of children hos been a feature of many societies

in which the mother was required to share in the work of the commonity, the net:on

of a formalized program of education of young children derives from the writings

of John Amos Comenius, a seventeenth century Moravian educator who prop2sed a

"School of infancy" until the age of six with mother as teocher, whkh experience would

lay the foundation for his later life and prepare him for a pleasant experience in

school.

"Whatever con be devised to excite in them a love of school

ought not to be omitted. Similarly the child should be mode
to feel that the new teaci,cr is a friend of the parents, and
therefore of the child, for when to children the school becomes
al amusement, they will make proficitncy with delight."

(Boultwood,M.E.A. and Curtis, S., I966,p. 205).

Child core and early childhood educotion now take ploce in a number of settings

and types of programs--kindergortens,Heod Start, nursery school and comprehensive

day core--each of which has produced significant gains in children's performance and

eoch offering potential for large-scale programming for children.

It must be pointed out that the division and separation of types of structural

arrangements as described in this section is somewhat arbitrary. While in octuol

operation, many of the programs share characteristics in common, the reader moy be

interested in those aspects which differentiate them from one another.

Kindergarten

Kindergartens truce their beginnings to Friedrich Froebel who in 1837 started the
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first group in Stailkenburg, Germany. Froths! believed that without guidance,

children's activhy would be likely to degenerate into aimless play instead of

assisting their develnpment.

America's first kindergarten is attributed to Mrs. Carl Schurz who in 1856

established a means of seMng German-speaking children in Watertown, Wisconsin.

The first kindergarten for Englhh-speaking children was opened by Elizabeth Palmer

Peabody in Boston in 1860. The school was private; Boston founded its first public

kindergarten in 1870, but it was soon closed and another did not reopen until 1887.

D uring the early years, kindergartens served primarily two groups: the wealthy and

the poor immigrants, large numbers of whom were arriving in the United States at that

time. These kindergartens were supported by tuition fees and by gifts from philanthro-

pists. Kindergartens became a regular port of the public schools in St. Louis in 1873.

By 1880, there were 400 kindergartens in over 30 states. (NEA Research Division,

1969, p. 6) Concurrent with this development of public school kindergartens

was their access by children of all economic and social levels. This was followed

by es:ablishment of teacher training schools and kindergarten associations, as well as

the appearance of publications to disseminate information and to stimulate interest

in kindergarten education.

As oF 1970, three million children were enrolled in kindergarten in the U.S.,

both public and private. According to the Education Commission of the States,

there are:

36 antes which have adopted legislation permitting kindergarten programs;
8 states which mandate it; and

3 8 states which make state aid ovahohle.

The trend has clearly been toward continuous growth of enrollment and gradual development

of the expectation of kindergarten educoion for all children.

Kindergarten programs differ widely in Nature and financial support. Because state
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aid varies, kindergartens vary from balf-day programs for chikhen ha MI-clp.ry

double-toad programs for teachers to full-day programs. Hawaii, for example,

inaugurated full-day kindergarten in 1945. Since 1955, full-day kindergarten

has been an integral part of all elementary and secondary schools in that state.

(Gorton, Harry and Robinson, Richard, Education, March 1969, p.220)

Classes vary in size from 15-20 children to as many as 35-40; staff may consist

of as many as 3-4 adults to as few as one teacher. . And, lastly, program content

and style vary grecolyfrom the notion of kindergarten as a pre-first grade, highly

regimented, academic year to the idea of kindergarten as a program year of pleas-

ant, happy and free experience for children and teachers alike.

If kindergarten is not just a pre-firs grade year, if its aim is nct simply prepara-

tion for the academic experiences of elementary school, then what are the objectives

of kindergarten? As stated by a sample of kindergarten teachers in response to a

questionnaire, the purpose ond value of kindergarten include:

Social development--getting along with others, courtesy, consideration,

sharing

Mental alertness, curiosity, creative thinking and inquiry

Physical c oordination

Language development--vocabulary, expression, listening,

following directions

Discovering oneself as an individual, self-reliance, self-
confidence, self-control

Reading readiness

Work habits--following instructions, finishing projects

Assuming responsibility--dependability

Arithmetic readiness

Health habits

(Burgess, Evange I in e , 1965, pp .6-7).
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Heed Start

fstabliAmeet ol a preschool pregrom, Head Stan, as port ol she Office of

Ec.-nonik Opportunity's too l. con poverty, was announced in President Johnson's

education messoge on Jonuary 12, 1963. In just a few short months, lorge-scals

nationwide summer prow t'w.4)I program was !MOW:hod.

The program was to be largely experimental; Its aim was to help to prepare

impoverished preschool children for primary school experience: four year olds if

school begins with kindergarten or five year olds if school begins with first grade.

Head Start was not conceived solely as on educational program; it was comprehensively

viewed as

"committed to the development of the whole child--to his
intellectual growth and to his physical well being and to
Ms emothional heargc7d to his sound social deversFnent.
Head Start is committal; the developemt of the whole
child and to the well being of the family from which the
child &Wes and to the development of strength in the
community iT7Frv ich that family has its roots."
( Hymes, James, 1968, p. 9.)

Begun as a temporary summer effort, it was not until late summer of 1965 that

Head Start was expanded into a year-round program. In 1965, its first year of

operation, 560,000 children were enrolled in summer Head Start and 20,000 in

full-year prognms at a total cost of $103 million. In 1970 (FY 1971), summer

enrollment was 209,000 and year long enrollment was 263,000 at a total cost of

$325 mi I lion. The emphasis has been gradually to convert summer programs into

ful I-year programs because of their obviously greater benefits for children.

Subsequent to publication of research findhigs which indicated that the gains

made in the Head Start program were often not sustained . in the public schools,

the Office of Economic Opportunity launched a Follow Through program. Now
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comprehensive; Heed Swot-typo peewit kw children through the tohlest rade.

Iieed Sten anti K AdairteniC ompured,

loth 4eod Start and kindergarten ore development& or educaticoalc less-

room programs offered thiect to IOW 110401 per day. Genet* ly , kindergartens are

part of the local school system designed to serva five yeor olds who w!ll be enter-

irtg public school (first grad.) the following year. In those communities whkh

have no public kindergarten, Head Start includes five year olds, in

adiition to children of younger ago. In spite of bask similarities in content

and operation, there are important differences between Head Start and kinder-

garten. I) Head Start serves primarily the dhadvantagelo low-income population;

kindergarten, where it is available, is for all children. 2) As mentioned above,

kindergarten h part of the public school system; Head Start may be run by schools

or by any community agency. 3)Head Start also encourages the use of paraprofessional

teachers as well as aides, assistants and volunteers in the classroom, particularly

parents of children in the program. 4) Head Start is more comprehensive than

kindergarten, offering in addition to its educational program, social, psychological,

nutritional and health servkes to children and their parents. Kindergarten is basically

only an educational program. 5) Head Start maintains a high adult-child ratio, one

adult for every five children in the classroom. Kindergarten adult-child ratio are

considerably lower.. 6) Along with its innovative facets, there has been more research

on Head Start than on kindergarten; as a result, much more is known about the content,

process and outcomes of Head Start programs.
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the children served. Nolo, the 1940's, however .as shift in socieR identificet iCaft

OCC tif redo the goals of the nursery school elsb changed toward sac lel end personality

development and, because it was no longer necessfsey with tlth socioeconomk group,

away from the physical welfare of children. The nunery school Is typkolly plarstasi

for three ond four year old children, in contrast with head Start ond kindergarten

programs whkh focus basically on five year olds.

The first nursery schools in this country appeared in 1918 and 1919, receiving

their impetus from a number of universities and coHeges--The Nursery Training

School of Boston (now part of Tufts Univetsity), Harriet Johnson Nurser/ School

in New York City (now part of Bank Street CoHege of Education) and the Merrill-

Palmer Institute in Detroit--where they were organized for the purpose of studying

normal development of children.

Almost all nursery education has remained essentially a private venture,

explaining why today it is primarily available to middle-class families:

" There really are not public nursery schools anywhere in
America. The closest you can come to an exception
to this blanket statement are those few schools run by
adult education as a part of their parent education pro-
grams--Califosnia has many of these--and those few
schools run by high schools as a part of their pre-paren-
tal education program."

(Hymes, James, 1968, p.30).

In a comprehensive review of the literature, Sears and Dowley summarized
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3. Developing mewipulatory skills: using sell:ion, cravens, oloos. paint, clay,
dough, building with blocks, working with puzAlts, beech. Wog, buttoning.

4. Leaning control and restraint: 1 sPening to stories, sitting reacting to
music .

S. Developing appropriate behaviors independence-dependence in adult-child
relations; coping with fear, allgry feelings, guilt; developing happy qualities,
fun, humor, healthy optimism.

6. Psychosexual development: idintification, sex-role learning, Formation of
conscienc.

7. Language development.

8. Intellectual development: cognitive learning, concept formation, sell-
understanding and sell-esteem, creativity, academic subject matter.

(Burgess, E 1965, pp. 8-9).

Types of nursery school programs include: (NEA Research Division, 1968,pp.7-8).

Parent-Cooperative Nursery School--This type oF nursery school is sponsored and

administered as a non-profit enterprise by a group of parents organized and incorporated

for this purpose. Parents find suitable facilities, plan the budget, hire the staff, recruit

members, obtain equipment, ond assist with the operation of the school. The expenses are

met by tuition fees. Parents and teachers together determine school policies. Parents

meet with the teacher and other professional consultants for discussion of problems.

"Parents in co-ops come to understand their own children better. They come to under-

stand the process of education better...A great deal of parent 'education' goes on. "

(Hymes, James, 1968, p.32). The idea of parent invelvement in Head Start derives
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port of the OdUCetionel sorvke of a church. The goals ond polk les ore dotermhwd

by tho church. tThectors and teachors tend to bo active in toachoriorganizaticx s

and trained to leech yowl; children.

Nursory School for Exceptional Children--Those nursery schools ore dosigned

for children who ore blind, deaf, crippled, mentally hondicappod, or speoch impaired.

They include both public and private, and both day ar.d residentiol schools. Some

schools are operated by hospitals, clinks, and other institutions, often in conjunction

with a local public school system. Thew schools primarily serve th. rweds of children

and their parents but nay also serve educational and research functions in the sponsoring

organization.

Ploy Schools are cnother kind of nursery school program, whose philosophy revolves

around the concept that play is learning; play activities are often planned to insure

learning. A play school program provides social activities through group-centered

play programs for children. Play schools are often org anized by a group of parents.

22t_ccaril

In contrast with the perception of nursery schools as private, middle-class instituf ions,
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Hhioricelly public icy cam Norsk** In this country siet* bock to the Cioll

Woo, when the need kir manpower to produce war materiel wet supplied by women

who loft their children In public facilities whil they worked. Once the Wor

ended, however, these centers clued. The following chart lists some of the

major Federal interventions which hove stimulated growth in child core in this

century.

1935 Form Security Administration (day core for children of migratory workers)

1935 Social Secusity Act, Title V
1926 Works Progess Administration (day core component)
1937 Federal Housing Administration (loons to communities for day care)

Lanhom (Community Focilities) Act (day core facilities for up to
1.6 million children during World War 11; odministered by Children's
Bureau and Office of Education; less focus on education, more on
custodial care; California only s'ate still operating day care centers
centers started under this Act)

962 Social Security Act, Title 1VB
965 Head Start
965 E lementary and SeCondary EducaHon Act, Titles 1 and.111
965 Education Professions Development Act
967 Social Security Act, Title IVB (child welfare services)
967 Work Incentive Program (W I N) (day care to help mothers get

training and jobs)
967 Follow Through
968 School Lunch Act ( provided funds for food and equipment for day care

to non-profit service child centers)
969 CEP ( concentrated employment programs, iinclucHng funds for day care)
969 Parent-Child Centers
969 Planned Variation (Head Start evaluation research)
969 Taft-Hartley Labor Management Relations Act (amended to enable

unions to bargain with employers for contributions to trust funds
for establishment of day care centers for preschoolers (AVCO, KLH)
(Miller, Joyce, Child Welfare, January 1971, p. 38)

1970 Sesame Street (federal and private funds for a children 's education
television program).

1971 Various bills under consideration in the 92nd Congress are discussed later.
4-9
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oho provide sound educational pregrems.) Day came facitittet may be puoliely

or privately adminhteresh and their services may be offered in day core centers,

home centen or family day care centers.

Doy Care Centers. According to federal Interagency Day Core Standar*,

day core centers provide core for groups of 12 or more children generolly aged

three to six, with a child-odult ratio ranging from 5 to I to 7 to I. The staff ordinorily

consists of on adult together with sufficient numbs-0ot ossistants and volunteen to

maintain the child-odult ratio required. Some centers also provide before- ond

after-school care for school-oge children. CMId care centers may be either proprie-

tory or non-proprietary. Proprietary facilities, hicluding the recently developed

day core franchises, operate for profit, and therefore must charge tuition, making them

most often used by families with rebtively higher inccmes. Nan-proprietary centers

inc lude church or community- sponsored, industry-operated day care for employees,

union operated centers for members' children, centers for federal employees, centers

operated by h3spitals, and child care facilities funded by federal assistance, such as

Head Start, WIN, AFDC, and others.

Family Day Care Homes. According to Federal Interagency Day Care Standards

again, this type of care serves only as many children as the natural setting of the

home can accommodate. It is eipecially suitable for infants and toddlers in a
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Cootdinttlion of Public Day Cate Services

Given the large number and variety of federal pogroms For children under six,

the problem of coordination hos confronted states and communities ir using them.

The Appalachian Regional Commission lists over 300 titles in federal legislation

administered by 111 different federal departments. The 4-C (Community Coordinated

Child Caro) Program of the Office of Child Development, os its name implies, focuses

on coordination of children's programs, but many problems still exist at the state

and local levels in attempting to implement programs using federal funds.

Popular and Professional Support for Early Childhood Education

A number of recent events has stimulated immense activity in the field of early

childhood education. In the past decade, the civil rights movement, women's

liberation, increase in maternal employment, the war on poverty, the President's

education message of Morch 3, 1970, and the White House Conference on Children

hove directed nationwide attention to the significance of development prior to the
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1.110 Of the increased enrollment, currnt Asi,J titles available for all (arms

of pre-kindergarten and kindergarten provide space for only about four million children

(one million pre-kindergarten and three million kindergarten), however, the aim a'

professional organizations and government agencies h eventually to provide servkes

for all children under the age of six. As early as )950, the Council of Chief State School

Officers recognized the responsibility of state departments of education for nursery schools

as well as kindergarten programs. (Council of Chief State School Officers, 1961, P. 1).

According to a statement of the American Association of School Admintstrators,

Notional Education Association, in 1966, "All children should have the opportunity to

go to school at public expense beginning at the age of four."

And, in the words of the Committee for Economk Development in Education

for the Urban Disadvantaged,

establish public and private preschool education pro-
grams will provide this preparation in motivation,
intellectual capaciHes and physical skills essential

"The decisive effect of early childhood experience on
children's failure and success makes preschool for the
disadvantaged a neceuity. Only a massive effort to

to success in achieving total basic literacy. Govern-

1

ment support for free day care centers providing preschool
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education for children of working mothers should
be continued and expanded. "

The National Federation of Federal Employees has urged government to operate

day core centers for chNdren of federally employed mothers; currently there ore day

care facilities in the Department of Labor, in the Department of Health, Education

and Welfare and in the Office of Education.

There will be increasing pressure for more instruction at the preschool !eve!, not

only by the poor but by the middle-class who send their children to private nursory

schools. One sign of response to this demand may be seen in the action of three

states--New York, California, and Massachusettsto begin to incorporate preschool

education

p 322).

nto the public school system. (David Elkind, Childhood Education, Feb.,I969,

Bills Concerned with Da Care or Child Develo ment in the 92nd Congress

As a result of this Public pressure, legislative action to provide further support of

day care and/or early childhood education is very likely in the 92nd session of Congress.

Among the possible bills that may be enacted into law are the following;

H.R. I (Mills, Family Assistance Plan) This bill would make child care available

so that mothers can enter or continue in training, employment or

vocational rehabiiitation. Child care services for children (ages not

defined) while the parent is participating in the program would be

authorized. The Deportment of Health, Education and Welfare would

provide the funds and set standards for child care. Grants for services

could be made to any public or non-profit private agency; contracts

could be made with any public or private organization. 100% Federai

funds could be used for chikl care services for those in training, but the
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Secretary of Labor may require individuals receiving child care

services to pay all or part of costs when able to do so. The bill

provides for training for paraprofessionals and others; grants for this

purpose as well as for research, demonstration and evaluation can

be rt,ade by the Secretary of HEW. H.R. I would increase tax

deductions for c.hi Id care to $750 (up to $1,125 if two dependents

or $1,500 if three dependents.) The maximum income for a family

taking the deduction is raised to $12,000

H.R. 6748 (Brademas-Dellenbach, et a I .,Comprehensive Child Development Act
similar to 5.2007 Mondale, Javits, Schweiker, Nelson, et al.,
Com rehensive Child Deve o ment Act of 1971)

This bill would establish and expand comprehensive child development

programs and services to meet the needs of children, with emphasis

on poor, preschool and children of working mothers and single

parents. Non-poor parents would be subject to fees. The bill

provides for a wide range of developmental programs, including

day care, with special programs for Indians and migrants. It would

se.ve children from birth to fourteen years of age. Local Policy

Councils of parents are provided for; standards would be set by the

Secretary of HEW. Prime sponsors sany state or unit of local govern-

merOcould make grants, contracts or loans for provision of services.

100% Feckral funds would be applied to Indian and migrant programs;

80% to eolnomically disadvantaged (which can be raised to 100%

by the Secretury of HEW). The bill would establish an Office of

Child Developmer,t in HEW to administer the bill . It would arrange

for professional and F.araprofessional training, conduct evaluation,

and provide technical a5istance. Dy care wouW he furnished
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S. 2003 (Long,

Predictions as to

uncertain. Probably

program legislated is

H.R. 6748, for exam

Opportunity Act,

under Title IVA or B or under this bill.

Federal Child Care Corperation Act)

This bill expands availability of child care services primarily

for welfare mothers who wish to undertake or continue employ-

ment. It would authorize a wide range of child care, including

nursery schools, play groups, boarding and child development

for an unspecified age range cf children. The bill would create

a Federal Child Care Corporation headed by a three-man board

appointed by the President. The Corporation would be able to

contract, operate, lease, advance funds, provide technical

assistance, monitor and train. It would also establish a National

Advisory Council on Child Development. Funds would come from

a $500 million loan from the Treasury to initiate a revolving fund;

revenue bonds ($250 million maximum) could be sold to finance

construction; fees would be paid for child care services. The Corpora-

tion would establish standards. 100% Federal funds could be provided

if a welfare agency refers for child care; a sliding fee scale would be

established for others. Tle Board would set up an Office of Program

Evalua tion and Auditing. The bill would increase tax deductions for

child care to $1,000 for one child or $1,500 for two or more children;

maximum income for a family would be raised to $12,000.

passage of any of the foregoing bills in this session of Congress are

some form of day care service will be legislated . Whether the

given the durability and stability it requires remains to be seen.

ple, has been incorporated as an amendment to the Economic

3 .1
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Since the Economic Opportunity Act is being extended for only a two year

period, (through FY 1973), the child care provisions are likely to suffer the political

fortunes that have plagued the ennre poverty prograrn.only a year after their introduction.

Yet in terms of child development substance, this bill seems to offer most. H.R. 6748

at one time asked for an appropriation of $2, $4 and $7 billion for each of three

successive years. It seems unlikely that such amounts would be approved at the outset;

furthermore, since the bill provides services for children to age 14, only a portion

of the appropriation would be used for preschool programs.

It is the consensus of persons closet to national policy that the time has come

for child care and early childhood education programs national in scope. The trend

is c lear . Only the precise timing and the Fr.-ms the national effort will take and

the level of funding are uncertain at this time.
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EVALUATIVE RESEARCH ON EARLY CHiLDHOOD EDUCATION

As research on enrly childhood development has expanded at laboratories and

learning centers across the country, evaluative studiei built into operating or demon-

stration programs have also been conducted to ascertain the effects of one or another

variation of intervention. It is largely from these studies that objective support is

found for a broader application of programs for the very young.

Probleins in Conducting Evaluative Research

The critical reader will not be deceivetd that the design and conduct of research

and evaluation studies in education is an easy task. Some of the difficulties thot

have confronted these efforts in early childhood education have been:

--Inadequate qualitative /quantitative definition of the aims or objectivec

of the educational program. Choice of theoretical formulation, a specific

program approach or an individually tailored program stems from a decision

as to the purposes to be achieved: What type of learning, under what condi-

tions, for what educational goals? ( Weber, Evelyn, 1970, p.31). Among

the objectives for early childhood education cited in the literature are the

following:

..To offset deficiencies that cause school failure; to overcome
the deficits of the disadvantaged

..To stimulate healthy growth, develop individual abilities

.To enhance intellectuol, social, emotional and physical
development

..To detect and prevcit future problemi for the 10% to 15%
who may be physically or emotionally handicapped
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..To assist the child in developing the ability to use his
perceptual, pre-verbal abilities

..To assist in language development; reading

..To increase the IQ

..lo develop motivation to learn

..To increase cognitive competence

..To advance self concept, ego development; interpersonal
style; emotional stability; social awareness; sense of
responsibility

No comment is required as to the desirability of reaching any or all of the

foregoing inventory of objectives. Suffice it to soy that program objectives

and means of assessing their achievement must be formulated and specified as

to outcome.

--In attempting to improve later school success, not enough emphasis is placed

on the quality of the elementary school program as an influence on the academic

outcome of the student, apart from the preschool intervention. (Frazier, A.,ed.,

1968,, p 38)

--Measures used to assess change are weak in terms of their t-eliability or

appropriateness to the change to be measured . Though developed for individual

diagnostic purposes, they sometimes are used for program measurement purposes.

Often the measuresassess less significant concerns of the education program,

simply because they can be measured more objectively or more easily.

--The duration of the preschool interventsun has been too brief realistically to

expect to achieve the outcomes desired. Head Start for example, began as

a half-day, summer program; experience demonstrated a need to expand it to

a full-day, year round program for some; and then into a Follow Through pro-

gramextending through grade three. Erasing deficits of long standing has not
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been accomplished with short bursts of effort. The evaluation strategy must

similarly be longitudinal in nature; since the head Start program is only six

years old, it must be recognized that the program is still evolving.

--While the effects nf external, uncontrolled variables on children in the

studies are recognized, the real weight of these has not been measured.

Mony other factors affect educational success, inc luding influences at

home, physical well-being, and motivation. Preschools cannot be expected

to solve all problems of the ghettos. ( Spodek, B. , NEA Journal, Feb. 1968,

p. 46)

--The multiple programs which have been mounted do not lend themselves to

comparative evaluation because each has unique goals, collects different

data, uses samples of varying composition or different adult-child ratios, or

applies different strategies to achieve similar ends. This difficulty is often

compounded by evangelistic belief that the investigator's one program or

method should be "best" for all children and teachers in spite of increasing

evidence that individual differences in young children are significant.

(Elliott, David and Karnii, Constance, Educational Leadership, May 1971,

p. 827) As expressed by Caldwell:

" The need for more program descriplion cannot be stressed

sufficiently. ,What kind of intervention produces positive

effects? What kind of intervention, what kind of effect or,
still better, what kind of intervention produces what kind

of effect in what kind of child? These are questions which

need answers. Until detailed, naturalistic descriptions of

'minute to minute, person to person, and person to object
classroom transactions are available, nothing can be conr
cluded about the effectiveness or even the existence of dif-

ferent curricula . "
(Caldwell, Bettye M. _Exceptional Children, S' 1970)
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--Research &signs frequently suffer in that they tend to (a) overlook the

multi-disciplinary character of the field in which they are being applied;

(b) do not provide for longitudinal follow-up; (c) fail to incorporate control

groups; and (d) very often do not examine the child in his compleWty, but

rather reduce him to fit currently available objective methods of measure-

ment. (Kessen, William, "The Near Future of Research with Young Children';

Grotberg, Edith, ed., 1971, mimeo)

--Large scale strategies for research in which the relative values of various

approaches, odministered under standard conditions, have not, with the

exception of"Planned Variation" for Head Start programs, been developed.

Nor has there been adequate replication of what are essentially demonstration

programs to test how effectively they work in a more typical operational

setting.

--Research reports are often weak in identifying the populations on which their

research is bused. Annie L. Butler, Associate Professor of Early Childhood

Education at the University of Indiana, writes in a letter of May 28, 1971:

" If I may comment a little bit on our first report, one of
the findings that came as somewhat of a surprise to us was
that researchers have not been at all specific in identifying
the populations of children upon which their research has
been done. We analyzed the data according to whether
it was based upon advantaged or disadvantaged children,
Anglo or Negro chi ldrenand five-year old or under-five-year
old children. What we found was that great portions of the
data are undesignated by the researchers as to the socioeconomic
status, ethnicity and age and that where we do have designations
we have a good deal of research on advantaged Anglo children
and disadvantaged Negro children, creating a que,stionab1e
basis for comparison. We also 1:ave a large volume of data on
children ages three through five without any designations
regarding the characteristics of specific ages of children.
There is a larger volume of data in the cognitive domain than in
the psychomotor domain. In fact, data in the psychomotor (Iowan
is very sparse or non-existent in some of our categories."
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Although it is possible to be critical of much evaluative research as a result of

the foregoing problems, the reader wH1 recognize that social science research

in general suffers from the same problems, where, because the work is most often

accomplished in a natural or operational setting, it is not always possible to control

all the relevant variables, to conduct longitudinal follow-up studies of ucceptable

duration, to obtain matched control samples, or to locate or develop measures

which reliably or validly assess the desired outcomes of the program.

Nevertheless, the consistency of posilive findings of change in the desired

direction lend weight to the conclusion that early childhood programs are valuable

to the child, etpecially when viewed against the backdrop of the multitude of

studies completed. Below we point briefly to a series of selected studies which

support this position.

Achieving improved later academic performance

- -Irene Fast (1957) found that not only did kindergarten attendance facilitate

academic performance in grade one, but that evidence of this facilitation

could also be found as late as grade eleven. ( in Mindess and Keli.her,I967)

- -Preschool training groups gained significantly in academic potential during

the training period. The total number of nonpromotions in kindergarten in

the three schools involved dropped sharply from previous years. The subjects

in the summer of 1965 were four year olds eligible and enrolled in Project Head

Start in three Duluth schools in the lowest socioeconomic area of the city,

schools which typically had had a disproportionately large number of children

retained in kindergarten and first grade. (lamminen A., et al., 1967, p.32)

- -In Washington, D, C., youngsters of kindergarten scored three times higher in

453-405 0 - 72 - 0
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the Metropolitan ReadinessTest than did children who had not had the opportunity

to attend kindergarten. Nonpromotion or failure beyond the first grade was

greater for children who did not have the advantage of kindergarten. (Hill, John,

1967, pp.3-4)

--In the Banneker District Project in St. Louis, Missouri, 'Operation Motivation",

with students ranging from four moriths to four years, pupils reached the national

nolffis for the first time in important tool subjects. (Fowler, William, HEW report,

Nov., 1968, p.7)

--Of seven research studies reviewed by the New York State Department of Education

comparing the academic performance or progression of pupils who had been in

kindergarten with those who had not, all seven favored the group which had

the kindergarten experience. (Bureau of Child Development and Parent Education,

17:1968).

Conclusion: The findings of a diverse set of experiments are consistent as to the advantages

of pre-primary educational experiences in improving school performance.

Improvement as revealed in standardized tests

--Research by Brain, Burgess and Deutsch related to preschool experience for

culturally disadvantaged children indicated significant differences in favor

of the experimental groups who hod had preschool experience on such measures

as the Columbia Mental Maturity Scale, Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test,

and Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test. (in Mindess and Keliher, 1967)

- -Strodtbeck reported that, following thirteen weeks of stimulating nursery school

experience, IQ scores of culturally depriv6-1 children were raised as much as

6.9 points, and verbal intelligence 20 points or more. ( in Mindess and Keliher,I967)

- -In a study intended to provide, during two preschool years and during the first
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year of school special experiences which might contribute to better

intellectual processes and personal adjustments by culturally under-

privileged children, Klaus and Gray found a mean gain of 14 IQ points

on the Stanford-Binet for the preschool group as compared with a 2.3 gain

for the control group. On the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, the

experimental groups made a mental age gain of 6.16 months compared

with 0.9 months for the controls. ( in Mindess and Keliher,1967)

--Of five research studies reviewed by the New York State Department of Education,

comparing cognitive development of pupils who had been in kindergarten with

those who had not, four favored the group which was given kindergarten experi-

ence. (Bureau ofChild Development and Parent Education, 17: 1968.

--Phyllis Levenstein's program, which used home tutors provided with .carefully

prepared sets of materials (Verbal Interaction Stimulus Materials), demonstrated

gains of 17 IQ points over a seven month period.

--Disadvantagelchildrel, in a program administered by Becker and Engelmann,

showed significant gains after a two year lapse on the Stanford-Binet and the

Wide Range Achievement Test. By the first grade these children deomonstrated

second grade level in reading and arithmetic, as well as greater confidenae in

tackling difficult tasks. In a study at the Academic Preschool in Champaign,

Illinois, an experimental group of children advance:i 17.1 IQ points in year one

and 8.6 points in year two , while a control group gained only 8 points in year

one and lost 3 points in year two.

Conclusion: The findings of a diverse set of experiments are consistent as to the

advantages of pre-primary educational experiences in raising I Q scores and

performance on other cognitive measures.
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Reduction in dro outs

--Preliminary evidence from Appalachia suggests that children in preschool

programs are less likely to drop out of school earlier than non-enrolled

children. (Knitzer, Jane and Parker, Ronald, 1970, p. 39) Further

evidence of first grade failure is tied to inadequate preparation for school.

(Alden, Vernon, et al., June, 1968, p. 9)

--In the Duluth Public Schools' Retention Report of July 1,1964, a large

percentage of high school dropouts had been retained one or more years

in their early school experience. Since failure for these culturally deprived

children begins early and forms the basis for continued failure, and since

the evidence indicates the importance of early stimulating experience to

later school success, it becomes vitally important to attempt ways of providing

appropriate preschool readiness experience. (Tamminen, A. et al .,I967,

p. 2)

--Other studies have shown that school dropouts and school failures can be traced

to unsuccessful competition in the first two years of school. (Chesteen, Hilliard,

et al., 1966, p.5) It is concluded that the background experience of culturally

deprived children does not adequately prepare tbem to adjust to the routine

and style of the typical school.

gimidusion: Studies relating preschool educotional experiences to school dropouts

do not establish other than a very tentative relationship; in large measure

thk may be due, however, to the effects of other numerous variables

affecting the child over time.

5-8
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School or social adjustment

--In a study by Wolff, it was found that nearly two-thirds of the Head Start

children quickly adjusted to school, as compared witfi only 40% of their

classmates. (in Mindess and Keliher,I967)

--Of four research studies reviewed by the Nuw York State Department of

Education, comparing the social adjustment of pupils who had been in

ndergarten with those who had not, none of the four showed differences

between the groups. (Bureau of Child Development and Parent Education,

17:1968)

Conclusion: Of all variables studied, improved social adjustment has shown

least relationship to preschool attendance.

Improved health and nutritional standards

--Early diagnosis of serious health conditions has been possible for thousands

of children in Head Start projects. Bureau of Indian Affairs examinations

found that 37% of Indian children enter school with hearing defects, and

25% arrive with speech, visual or other impairments. (Mariana Jessen, from

interview) Correction of these defects permits a child to benefit maximally from

whatever form the early learning experience takes.

.

-The 1970 White House Conference on Chi ldren report, "Profiles", disc loses

that three-fourths of mental retardation cases are due to otherthan genetic

abnormalities, or infections and accidents. Within that group the RPoort

suggests that a proportion is caused by inadequate nutrition child rearing and
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proportion of preschool children with subitandard levels of selected

nutrients (1968-1969) at between 4% for thiamin and 56% for Vitamin A.

Preschool programs with good nutritional components can help to overcome

such deficiencies, some of which affect the learning capacity of children.

--Pre-natal and infant medical and nutritional services can greatly affect

the capacity of the infant and child to acquire the intellectual ability

he is otherwise destined to have. Prematurity and complications in

childbirth, maternal health, maternal and infant nutrition, and pre-natal

care are all associated with neurological, mental, sensory, and other

handicapped conditions. Prematurity is excessively represented in the

non-white segment of the population. The non-white infant is subject to

perinatal, neonatal and infant death, and in survivors, by reduced

functional potential. (Birch, Herbert, 1967, pp .5-8). Furthermore,

the brain in utero develops rapidly. Without sufficient protein, it will

not develop fully. Dayton describes the effects of malnutrition on brain

development:

" Studies of animals have indicated that growth in all
organs occurs in three phases: (1) hyperolasia, during
which the number of cells increases; (2) hyperplasia
and hypertrophy, during which the number of cells
continues to increase and the size of the individual
cells also increases; and (3) hypertrOphy, where growth
occurs only in cell size. These studies suggest that
during the phase of hyperplasia, malnutrition can inter-
fere with cell division, resulting in fewer cells in the
brain, 'which seeths to be a permanent effeit, whereas

, malnutrition during the phase of hypertrophy results in a
smaller than normai cell size, which can be corrected
by providing adequate nutrition. Therefore, the nutri-
tional statuirduring the phaie Of hyperplasia, in the early
periods of nervous system development, would seem to be
exceedingly critical .

In humans the greatest growth spurt for the, brain occurs
uring the fetal, period.' By the end of the first year of



life, the brain has assumed approximately 70%
of its adult weight, and by the end a the second
year its growth is almost complete. Studies of the
human brain have shown a very rapid :ncrease in
DNA content toward the end of the period of gesta-
tion; the increase slows down after birth but continues
until the child is 5 or 6 months of age. These findings
suggest that cell division in the brain normally occurs
during gestation and the early part of the first year of
life. Markedly fewer cells (less DNA) were found in
the brains of a small sample of children who died of
malnutrition during the first year of life than in the
brains of a sample of well-nouished children who died
in accidents. It is not known whether this represents
irreversible change or how severe the nutritional depriva-
tion must be to show these effects. But the studies
demonstrate the importance of gestation and early infancy
in nervous system development. " (Dayton, Delbert H,

in Children.Nov.-Dec . 1969, pp. 213-214 )

Conclusion: Medical and nutritional research strongly documentsthe neeJ for

universal programs for quality medical and nutritional programs for all pregnant

mothers and young ihfants.

Permanence of gains

Question as to the permanence of gains made by children in Head Start prograMs was

raised in a report of evaluation by WestinghoueLearning Corporation. (Montes, Miguel,

Compact, Dec. 1969, p. 40) Unfortunately the conc lusiori reached by some, that preschool

experience for the disadvantaged is of questionable value, is not necessarily warranted

by the facts. Lois-ellen Datta summarizes alternative explanations for "leveling off"

findings ( Miller, Sprigle, Gray and Klaus, Hodges, Spiker and McCandless, Karnes,
,I

Nimnichi, Dilorenzo, et al.):

.1)C lass Norms. --"Since the teacher is primarily interested in the progress
of the whole class, she must set the level of class activities below that
necessary to challenge the more advanced Head Start children and give
more attention to the group of children who are less advanced. "



2) Learning cycles. --"If learning occurs in spurts followed by periods
of consofidation, then during the first year of school, Head Start
and non-Head Start children are at different stages of the learning
cycle. With time, the develcpment of Head Start children might
again accelerate. "

3) "...the low-income child and his family require a different kind of
program than that typically found in the school. It may be that
when the child is provided over a period of time with the necessary
attention from teachers who are adequately trained and equipped with
materials oriented to his needs and when he and his family continue
to receive services such as those provided in the Head Start program,
he will continue to occeIerate developmentally. " (Follow through
was designed to provide these contir.uing services.)

Beyond the foregoing are other possibilities:

-<hild-teacher ratios usually increase dramatically in public school,
reducing the possibility for individualization of programs for the child.

- -The environment may have changed from an "open" classroom to a
structured one, or vice versa.

--The duration of the preschool prolram may have been insufficient
to overcome the environmental deficits of the child.

- -Gains in areas other than cognitive were not measured. What were
these and how durable were they?

Conclusion: Evidence from existing studies aimed at assessing the durability of

gains made by children participating in preschool programs is not conc lusive.

If at the worst, carefully controlled, longitudinally designed evaluative re-

search were to substantiate that gains from existing programs are dissipcted after

a year or two, one might look to formative evaluation studies to develop

improvements in the program rather than to discard altogether the gains of

even a temporary nature which have been disclosed in so many of the stmlies

reported in this section.

Need for Further. Research and Evaluation

Except for reports of the effects of parent education on early childhood learning,

we were somewhat surprised to learn of the paucity of research on learning at ages
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two and three. Most oF the literature describes research on the first eighteen

months of the child's life and on developmerit and education from the oge of

four. La Crosse and Patrick's comprehensive review of research on early childhood

learning underscores that research on many facets of infant learning is insubstantial..

"There are almost no publi shed studies on children during the second and third years

of life. " (La Crosse, Robert and Potrkk, Lee, eds. , 1970, p.255) A good deal of

knowledge is needed, therefore, before operating programs of a national character

can be rationally supported, except that where %mother with children under four must

work, some effective substitute environment must be provided.

Conclusion

The evaluative studies reported above do not exhaust the list of those which have

been conducted. While they vary as to goal, outcome, educational approach or

measurement approach, the reports !end substantial credence to the benefits of early

learning programs.

A national master plan for a comprehensive program of research with children

of age three is essential to a decision as to whether or not grow programs should be imple-

mented for that age group. In addition, considerably more evaluative research of all

early childhood programs, of both a formative and summative nature is required; using

longitudinal designs; involving control groups; providing for a taxonomy of objectives;

and support:rig development of reliable companion measuring devices and techniques.



NATIONAL NEEDS FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS

This section of the report attempts to quantify national needs for early childhood

learning programs by determining gaps in numbers of children under six now being

served and by projecting numbers who, according to proposed recommendations,

should be enrolled by the year 1980.

Absence of Solid Data

The absence a reliable, comparable and consistent population data on children

under six has represented a major obstacle in developing completely valid statements

as to need, and consequently, aggregate cost. Along with others currently woirting

in this field we hcrie encountered examples of double counting and rough estimating.

Moreover, it has often been necessary to work from data based on surveys using

different time horizons or varying assumptions, compounding the problem of treating

the results in any overall manner.

It is clear that an information system to serve the needs of planners ond managers

engaged in preschool education is critically needed. The planning and financing of the

presently envisioned comprehensive program requires much more accurate and current

information than h now available. Ronald Parker, in his study of Day Care in 1970;

laments the fact that "Even within the Federal Govemment there is no one data-

gathering system that applies to all federally funded programs for children." (Parker,p. 14).

Nevertheless, while the statistical limitations of specific data on early childhood

learning do present problems of consistency;\ we believe that the general direction or

magnitude of the conclusions reached wOuld not mcaerially:!change.



The Universe of Children Under Six

Bureau of Census data and projections have been used to estimate the universe

of children under six. The Bureau builds projections around a sevies of assumptions;

of these, we have given Series C and Series E most consideration. We discarded the

most frequently used Series C projections, because their underlying assumptions "have

not fully reflected current developments in birth control, expecially the liberaliza-

tion of abortion laws...and the recent changes in the propensities of women to pursue

careers." (Froomkin, 1970. On the basis of Series E, we expect that the preschool

population will decrease by 1975 but will slowly rise again by 1980. On the whole, the

number of preschool children for the decade 1970-1980 will be relatively stable.

Because they tend to be most comparable and current, we hove obtained sample

survey population figures for the year ending March , 1970 and March, 197i for the

1969 and 1970 data. These surveys break down the relevant population into that

within the poverty level ($3,968 for a non-farm family of four in 1970), the segment

to which we give highest priority in our recommendations. Because the base period for

census population projections was July 1, 1969, our projections, when based upon

a March 1, 1970 base period will probably .how a small variation.

The overall population data were n ext analyzed in terms of children in families,

the segment that comprises the universe from which need for preschool education arises.

We assumed that the prevailing ratio of children in families to total children in

1970 would be constantAnd therefore made use of pro-rata apportioning for the different

age groups. There were 21.4 million children in families in 1970; of these 7.2 million

were four and five years old. By 1980, children under six would number about

22.8 million oF whom 7.28 million would be four and five. The decline in the

population expected by 1975 led to the prediction that there would be more four year
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olds than fives in 1980, essentially the reverse of 1970. (Tables 1 and 11)



TABLE 1

ESTIMATES OF POPULATION BY AGE/ (000)

1969 1970 1975 1980

Total Under Six 21,720 21,532 20,875 22,907

Five Year Olds 3,927 3,723 3,298 3,592

Four Year Olds 3,718 3,576 3,397 3,757

Three Year Olds 3,571 3,481 3,465 3,822

Under Three 10,504 10,752 10,715 11,736
Years Old

See Apoendix, A-I for discussion of procedures for estimating age breakdowns.



1

TABLE 11

ESTIMATED CHILDREN IN FAMILIES, BY AGE AND RACE 1 (000)

1969 1970 1975 1980

Total Under Six 21,579 21,395 20,750 22,770

White 17,895 17,735 17,202 18,876

Black 3,349 3 319 3,216 3,529

Indian 64.6

Five Years Old 3,899 3,684 3,262 3,552

Four Years Old 3,702 3,551 3,373 3,731

Three Years Old 3,550 3,464 3,448 . 3,803

Under Three Years 10,428. . 10,69.6 10,661 11,677

Old

.

1

See Appendix, A-II, for discussion of procedures for estirnating numbers of children
in families.

Source: 1969 and 1970 data are from March, 1970 and March, 1971 Sample Surveys

of Bureau of Census.
1975 and 1980 figures are adapted from the Froomkin Associated proi4x.lions,
Table 9.

,
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Areas of Priority_

Our review of research in the field has e lucidated the importance of the years

before six to all children, regardless of socioeconomic status, when they are in a

phase of most rapid growth and greatetsusceptibility to environmental influences. Because

research disclosed that comprehensive preschool educational programs are of particular

benefit to disadvantaged chiHren, however, it is to this group that we address our first

priority in a national program of pre-primary education. We recognize within this

position nevertheless, that an educational program based on a mix of socioeconomic

backgrounds and ethnic membership is probably more meanirtful and more effective to

ihe participating child. (Zigler, 1969).

--Chi ldren in Poverty

We use the poverty incomes level defined by the Office of Economic Opportunity and

the Bureau of Census as our point of reference. In 1970, the poverty income level

was defined as $3,968 for a non-farm family of four.' Adjusted annually in relation

to change in the consumer price index, the poverty income level would be expected

to reach approximately $5,500 in 1980.

1 he period 1959-1969 showed a decidedly decreasing trend in the absolute amount

and percentage of children under six living in families whose incomes were under the

poverty level, from 26% or 6,269,000 children in 1959 to 15.3% or 3,298,000 children

in 1969. (Profiles of Children, 1970, p.I38) However, during the year 1970, there

was a rise in the number and incidence of poor ( "poor" means under the "poverty

level") children under six. (The increase in families meeting the poverty criterion

1 (Source: Bureau of the Census, Poverty Statistics)
The poverty income level was defined in 963 as $3,128 for non-farm family of four,

and has been adjusted annuzlly to fluctuations in the Consumer Price Index.



in 1970-71 is not believed, however, to reflect a general trend; we believe that

the national will and desire to combat poverty will continue to manifest itself in

government programs, so that a return to the decreasing trend in poverty levels in

1959-1969 may be projected after 1975.)

In 1970, there were 3.5 million poor children under six, of whom 1,217,000

were four and five years old. By 1980, poor children under six would number 2.567

mil!ion, of whom 819,000 will be four and five years of age (Table III). It is

interesting to speculate on at least one implication of the expected decrease in the

number of children in poverty by 1980: that the number of four and five year olds under

the poverty level will drop from 1,013,000 in 1975 to 819,000 in 1980, making it

possible to use the remaining, existing spaces for children from families whose income

at least marginally exceeds the poverty level.
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TABLE III

CHILDREN IN FAMILIES UNIDER..THE POVERTY LEVEL .INCOME 1000)

1969 1970
2

1975

Total Under Six 3,298 3 546 3,175

White 1,871 2,093 1,800

Black 1,372 1,384 1,321

Five Years Old 569 635 499

3
1980

2,567

1,336

1,125

398

Four Years Old 559 582 514 421

Three Years Old 553 5513 527 429

Under Three Years 1,617 1,771 1,635 1,319
Old

Source: 1969 and 1970 data are based on 0E0 tables prepared by the Bureau of Census,
Poverty Statistics Divhion, from its March, 1970 and Mcirch, 1971 surveys.

2
See Appendix, A-Ill for methodology for projecting poor. children in families.

1975 data show the same proportional relationships observed in 1969.
3

1980 data show the continuation of the decreasing poverty trend observed
from 1959 to 1969 with a trend deviation observed in 1970 to i:Ossibly, 1975.
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Children in Families with Income Under $7,000

Although not in the same financial ly pressed conditions as children under the

poverty level lower middle-income childien have also been shown to benefit

from stimulating educational experiences. Currently pending legislation appears

to be cognizant of the dilemma of the middle-c lass population which cannot afford

quality educational programs in day care centers but does not qualify for subsidized

programs. The income cut-off for several day care and child development bills

under consideration in the 92nd Congress, is placed at $6,900; if passed, children

who fall under this income level would be able to obtain preschool education at

public expense.

Because income breakdowns are computed on different income levels by several

government agencies, our figures often use an income cut-off of $7,000 rather

than $6,900; we believe resulting discrepancies from this difference are likely to

weerAntestatcaccraemaratatrerscriAtsaurneinnt

be slight. The number of children of families in the income level under $7,000 was

2.033 times the number of 'children under the.poverty level in 1969. ,AlthOugh the

poverty incomecriterion is expected to increase to about $5,500 by 1980 the

decreasing incidence of children in po verty and the decreasing number and percentage

of people in the income brackets under $7,000 (in 1970 dollars) (Current Population

Reports Series P-60 No. 75, 1970), would tend to keep the relationship between the

two income groups relatively the same as in 1969,



TABLE IV

ESTIMATED CHILDREN IN FAMILIES. WITH INCOME BELOW $7,000 (1970 Dollars),

1969

BY AGE (000)

19801970 1975

Total Under Six 6,7061 7,2091 6,4551 5,2191

Five Year Olds 1,214 1,240 1,013 809

Four Year Olds 1, 153 1,197 1,046 856

Three Year Olds 1,100 1,168 1,072 872

Under Three Years 3,239 3,604 3,324 2,682
Old

The number of children under six in families with incomes under $7,000 is 2.033
times the number of children under six in families under the poverty level. (1969 ratio).
While there may be variation in the rate of escape of people from the poverty
income level end $7,000 income, the paucity of available data together with the
fact that population data are often broken off at $7,500 leads us to use the observed
1969 ratio.

Source: 1969 figure for total children under 6 is from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
analysis of the March, 1970 Survey. There is a slight variation from the figures
used by OEO, which was assumed to be due to the weighted inflation of sample
results.



--Children of Mothers in the Labor Force

The rising demand for child care arrangements hos been propelled in part by

the needs of mothers in the work force and welfare mothers who either desire, or

are required by law, to work. During the past decade, a rapid rise has been

noted in mothers, with children under six in the labor force: 20.7% of mothers

with children under six or 2,957,000 mothers in the 1959 labor force; up to 32%

or 4,555,000 in 1970. The rate of increase has been steady at about 5% a year.

(Table V).

In the absence of a trend line which describes the rate of change of children of

mothers in the workforce, the change rate of mothers within the labor force was assumed

to apply to the change in the number of children as well. Single age group ratios,

e.g. five year olds, were based on age distributions found for the total population in

the different time periods. The implicit assumption guiding this technique was that

single age,distributions for the total population are reflected similarly in distributions

for children of working mothers.

Children of mothers in the work force were assumed to require full-day programs

incorporating a planned educational component. The resulting need figures may be

merestimated, however, because the labor force includes some who are still looking

for a job as well as those already employed. Moreover, , some women may

presently be employed only on a part-time or temporary basis.

II ...there is no simple relationship between the
availability of child care facilities and the employment
of mothers...If both acceptable jobs and suitable day
care facilities were available, however, it would appear
that many of the nonworking mothers would join the
labor force." (Westinghouse Survey of Day Care, p. xvii).

Development of keener measures of correlation between the characteristice of labor
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force participation of mothers with children under six and the demand for full day

services would go a long way toward making possible more meaningful and dependable

c onc I usions .

It was estimated that of the 5.8 million children whose mothers are in the

labor forcf,;, 873,000 or 15%, were poor in 1970. This ratio is assumed to be constant

until 1975. The annual rate of decrease in poverty for the total population was assumed

to apply from 1975' to 1980. (Table VI).

Since legislative interest has focused on lower middle-income families which

need but cannot afford adequate child care services, projections by means of

apportioning methods of this population segment was under taken. The underlying

assumption is that the number of children with mothers in the workforce and family

income under $7,000 (1970 dollars) when taken as a ratio of the children under poverty

with mothers in the workforce, will remain the same throughout the decade under study.

The reader will note that the following three tables show an increasing trend

until 1980 in the number of children with mothers in the labor force. This development

stems from the assumption that the 4% annual growth rate in the number of mothers

with children under six joining the workforce, observed in the 1959-1969 decade will

continue. Of course, with increasing availibility of quality day care and early learning

faCilities, annual increase in working mothers may be even higher.
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TABLE

CHILDREN IN FAMILIES WITH MOTHERS IWTHE LABOR FORCE 'BY AGE AND

1969

....:.
RACE (uutl)

2

1975 19801970

Total Under Six 5,8071 6,039 7,346 8,937

White 4,541 4,722 5 745 6,989

Black 1,167 1,214 1,477 1 796

Five Year Olds 1,051 1,039 1 153 1385

Four Year Olds 999 1,002 1,190 1' 466

Three Year Olds 952 978 1,220 1 492

Under Three Years 2,805 3 020 3,783 4 594

Old

1
Source: 1969 figure for Total under Six is from Bureau,of Labor Statistics Analysis of

March, 1970 Survey data. \'

For methodology, see ApPendix A-V.



TABLE VI

ESTIMATED CHILDREN IN FAMILIES WITH MOTHERS IN THE LABOR FORCE

AND FAMILY INCOME WITHIN THE POVERTY LEVEL, BY AGE (000)

1969 1970 1975 1980

Total Under Six 873 906 1,102. 891

Five Year Olds 158 156 173 138

Four Year Olds 150 150 178 146
A

Three Year Olds 143 147 183 149

Under Three Yews 422 453 568 458

Old

For rneth'odology, see Appendix A-VI
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TABLE VI I

ESTIMATED CHILDREN IN FAMWES WITH MOTHERS IN THE LABOR

FORCE AND INCOME BELOW $7 000, BY AGE (000)

1969 1970 1975 1980

tticTOZ.er Six
1,7751

1

1,842 12,240
1

1,811

Five Yeor Olds 321 317 352 28i

Four Year Olds 305 306 363 297

Three Year Olds 291 298 372 302

Under Three Years Old 858 921 1,153 931

Source: 1969 Total under Six figures from the March, 1970 Sample Survey, Bureau
of Census, as analyzed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,

'Children under six in families with mothers in the labor force and income below
$7,000 = 2.033 of those chiiHren under six with mothers in the labor force and
income under the poverty level. (1969 ratio)



--Migrant Children

..............ssopewilnieserteirOMMIX811112111MMIAIEIVIRIAMeronterwnve,

Problems of locating and identifying migrant children have rendered difficult the

task of estimating the need for early childhood programs for this segment of the popula-

tion. "Migrants are hard to count because they are always moving and hard to character-

ize in statistical terms because they have for generations been isolated from the

very contacts and sourcestowhich researchers usually turn for information." (Wednesday 's

Child, p. 4) Although letters were dispatched to state migrant education directors

requesting estimates of preschool migrants, the results were discouraging , e.g. "at

this time we do not have an accurate estimate of (migrant) children under six. "

(Frazier, Lee, 1970)

The U.S. Office of Education defines a migrant child as one who "has moved with

his family from one school district to another during the past year in order that a

parent or other member of his immediate family Might secure employment in agriculture

or related food processing." (Texas Education Agency, 1970 p.2) There have been

variations in practical application of the definition and "nobody really knows how

many school-age migrant children reside in each state during all or part of c given

year. " Estimates are often adapted from adult migratory farm worker data collected

by the Farm Labor Office of the U.S. Department of Labor. (Wednesday's Child, pp. 8-10)

Figures presented here were calculated and used by the HEW Office of Child Development,

Day Care division, which itself questions their reliability for precise interpretation.

In the absence of better information, however they have been used as the basis for

projection.

It was estimated that there,were 186,000 migrant children under six in 1970. This

figure is expected to remain constant or even decrease as (a) more migrants seek other

opportunities and (b) more capital-intensiVe, technologically advanced methods of
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agriculture reduce the need for migrant workers. Because of the frequent absence of

older persons during employment in the fields, and because three to five year old

children have been reported on occacion to be used as baby sitters for younger infants,

a preschool program for all migrant children from birth to six is proposed. (Curtis, Hazen

and Aguirre, Hank) A pilot project undertaken by United Migrants for Opportunity,

Incorporated uses mobile classrooms which follow the children from their home state

to states where their parents work. This model would appear to provide the educational

continuity often lacking for migrant children.

--Ethnic and Geographic Sub-groups

Although in absolute numbers, the white population has the largest number of poor,

percentages of minority ethnic groups who are poor are much greater; analysis in terms

of these target populations was therefore believed to be useful for planning programs.

Black children under six constitute the largest minority group, Statistics disclose

that the rate of decrease in the incidence of poverty has been greater for the white

populace than for the black. (Profiles of Children, p . 138) In fact extension of

the trend from 1959 to 1969 could lead to a situation where both the absolute number and

percentage of poor black children under six would be greater than their white counterparts.

(Table II)

64,000 Indian children under six were estimated to be living on or adjacent to

Federal reservationsin 1970 (Congers Louis). The White House Con ference on Children

Chart Book points out that 80% of Indian families on reservations were living in poverty

in 1970 (p. 2I).Therefore, about 51 000 poor (Indian children were in need of early child-

hood services.

Population data for the Mexican - American subgroup are alsO difficult to acquire.

For most reporting purposes, they are counted.as 'white' Together with the Puerto



Ricans and other Spanish-surnamed persons, however, they are estimated to be the

second largest ethnic minority, concentrated mainly ic, the urban areas and experiencing

a high incidence of poverty. (CED,I971, p. 10).

Data regarding the Mexican Americans are almost totally
inadequate. The number of research studies, scholarly
writings and fiscal appropriations dealing with Mexican
American problems is so meager that the area has been
labeled 'the most signal failure in American education'.
Large numbers are in this country illegally. Unfamiliarity
with the law, combined with misinformation commonly cir-
culating in their communities about government deportation
practices, have caused many Mexican Americans to avoid
census takers and to refuse to acknowledge their ethnic origin.
There is also the problem of terminology as to when one is a
Mexican American. " (CED,I971, p.85)

The Appalachian region has also been a focus of major interest because it contains a

sizeable number of poor children,most of whom are white. Increasing public support for this

region has come primarily through the Appalachian Regional Commission. "Forty-three

percent of all children under six in AppoInchia were in families cdegorized as poor

by 0E0 standards and are likely to require some special services, yet Head Start

is available to only about 11% of them. Also, over 85% of the poor children under six

in Appalachia receive no financial aid or services in the form of AFDC or Head Starr. "

(Lazar, Irving, Appalachia, Jan. 1970, p. 5) In 1970, there were 1,821,277 children

under six in the entire Appalachian region (Appalachian Regional Commission). Bbck

children constitute about 9.2% of the total. Based on the estirm ate that 43% of all

children were poor in 1970, 783,149 poor children would be estimated to have been

concentrated in the Appalachian region alone.
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Parents as a Target Group

Parent education has been advocated for parents of all children under four,

particularly those in the economically disadvantaged population. In fout, parent

participation has often been cited as a crucial part of any preschool program. (Schaefer,

Earl, 1970, p. 19-12)

Group administered pre-primary programs frequently include parent education

components. This report envisions separate parent education programs, concentrating

upon home visits and/or group instruction methods, to serve primarily those parents of

poor children who are not enrolled. Because it is recommended that all poor four and

five year olds be enrolled in planned preschool Programs, the main target of parent

education activities would be poor, non-working mothers of children under four.

In 1970, (population surveys as of March, 1971) there were 1,655,000 families with

children under six falling under the poverty level. ( Bureau of Census, Poverty Statistics

Dvision) Since 3,546,000 children under six were within the poverty income level, we

concluded ihat there were about two poor children under six per family, an assumption

similarly made by the Series E projections of the Census Bureau. This ratio was used to

determine the number of parents eligible for the parent education program. Since parent

education activities could target either on one (usually the mother) o both parents

without extra cost, the target group is actually the number of families rather than

the number of either mothers or fathers. Table VIII estimates the number of families

who might receive parent education services through 1980.
J/

As described earlier, the assumptions of economic Improvement and of continuation

of the decline in poverty witness in the 1959-1969 decade, lead to the possibility of

expanding the programs to include, on a sliding fee arrangement, those with income

above the $7,000 (1970 dollars) in a 1980 parent education program.



TABLE VIII

ESTIMATED TARGET POPULATION FOR PARpsIT EDUCATION: FAMILIES WITH

CHILDREN UNDER 'SIX NOT SERVED IN PRESCHOOL EDUCATIONAL PC ILITiES1

BY INCOME!' LEVELS (00))

1969 :1970 1975 1980

Under Poverty Level2 803 864

3Under $7,000 1,595 1,776 1,436 1,160

706
'3

570

1

The assumptions are that: a) as recommended all four and five year old children
in the relevant income levels would be enrolled in preschoOl educational facilities;b) children under four of working mothers would be served in family day care homeswhich offer parent education.

2

Poverty income level was $3,968 for a nan-farm family of four in 1970. it has been
annually adjusted to changes in the consumer price index.,

3

The figures assume no national preschool educational programs for three year olds. Ifrecommended research on three year olds shows that they are reody for and would benefit
from planned preschool education in facilities, the adjusted figures would be: 431 (poverty)"and 634 ( less than $7,000).
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Summag of Needs at the Poverty Income' Level

1970 In 1970 the total number of poor children under six was 3,546,000. Of these,

1,217,000 were four and five year olds, of whom 306,000 had mothers in the

labor force and were assumed, therefore, to need full-day services. In 1970

1,817,000 poor children would have required preschool educational facilities

This figure includes 600,000 children under four whose mothers worked, the

segment which would have required service in family day care centers. In

addition, there were 864,000 parents who might have benefitted from separate

parent education activities.

1980 The number of children expected to require preschool educationctl services

in 1980 will depend on the results of the recommended research study of three

year old children. Assuming that the research shows o need for group administered

education for three year olds, there will be 1,248,000 poor three to five year olds

and 458,000 children under three with mothers in the workforce, or a total of

1,706,000 children who require educational and day care programs. Without

three year olds, some 819,000 four and five year olds and 607,000 children with

mothers in the workforce, or a toH of 1,426,000 children would require these

services. In addition, there will be about 570,000 poor families with children

under six not in educational facilities, the target group for parent education

activities. ( Table VIII)

Current Enrollment

Enrollment figures are based on October, 1969 and October, 1970 sample surveys.

There ore obvious deviations from the total population figures which were based on

March, 1970 and March, 1971 sample surveys. However, there will be a high measure
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of comparability because the surveys took place in the same school years.

--Total Enrollment

There Were 4.1 million three to five year olds who attended nursery schools or kinder-

garten in 1970. (Table IX) This amounted to an enrollment rate for five year olds of

80.1%. Pre-primary enrollment (kindergarten plus prekindergarten) amounted to

2,643,000 five year olds or 69.3% of the total. Of these, 2,552,000 were in kinder-

garten. In 1970, 27.8% of all four year olds or 1,007,000 Were enrolled, of whom 571,000

were in prekindergarten. 12.9% of all three year olds Or 454,000 were enrolled; of these,

432,000 Were in prekindergarten.

Primarily because of variations in birth dates established by state laws to determine

when children may be enrolled, some five year olds enter grade 1, while some four and

even three year olds are already in kindergarten. In addition, errors in the reporting

of children's ages during sample surveys complicate the problem of non-comparability of

data.

Froomkin estimated total enrollment figures for three to five year olds for 1975 and

1980. His projections, based on attendance figures from a number of European countries,

were admitted to be rather high. The assumptions Were that 55% of all three year olds,

77% of all four olds and virtually all of the five year olds would be enrolled by 1980.

Extension of current trends would result in enrollment of only half that number by 1980,

although the actual magnitude of preschool enrollment will, of course, depend greatly

on the extent of public financing.
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TABLE IX

POPULATION by AGE and ENROLLMENT by LEVEL4 PRESENT and PROJECTED (000)

AGE 1969 1970 1975 1980

Icmc_lite_arolds

Population 7,423

_

7,136

Pro ections

7,5796,862
High Low 1-141._ Low

Enrollment 1,194 1,461 2,321 -1123 4-,58 r,170

Prekindergarten 778 1,003 1,552 1,252 3,401 1,701

Kindergarten 41 6 457 729 573 1,557 778

5 year olds

Population 4,001 3,814 3,298 3,592

Enrollment 3,130 3,055 2,783 3,367

Pre-Elementary 2,755 2,643 2,404 2,887

Prelcindergartin 79 II 85 102

Kindergarten 2,676 2,552 2,319 2,785

Elementary 375 412 379 480

Adopted from: Hurd, Cordon. Oct., 1969 Preorimary Enrollment, Washington, D.C.:

103401 0 T3 II

GPO, 1970.
O

Froomkin, Joseph. Projections of Enrollment, Table 9. ay I, 1971.

proscs)t., 1970 Preprim

M

finalary Enrollment, (Xerox copy,
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--Enrollment of Priority Target Groups

Enrollment in preprimary programs seems to have corresponded directly with family

income; the higher the income, me greater the probability that three to five year olds

were enrolled. (Hurd, 1970) This may be accounted for by the fact that (a) prekinder-

garten: have by and large been privately operated, with tc.*"..m fees outside the

capacity of the poct- to pay; and (b) families with higher incomes ore more likely to reside

in areas where kindergartens ore ova;lable, or are more insistent upon kindergarten education

for their children.

In 1970, 19.6% of all four year olds in families with incomes under $3,000 were

enrolled. (Table X) Assuming the same ratio applied to those four year olds with family

income under the poverty level of $3,968, approximately 114,000 poor four year old

children would have been enrolled. In that same school year, 56.7% of all enrolled

four year olds were in prekindergarten. (Table XI) Using this percentage, we estimate

about 65,000 poor four year olds in prekindergarten.

Enrollment for five year olds in families with income under $3,000 amounted to

46.8% in 1970. (Toble X) There would then be about 297,000 enrolled five year olds

living within the poverty income level; of these, about 83.5% of 248,000 would be in

prekindergarten. (Table XI)

Although there were 1,217,000 poor four and five year olds who might have gained

significant benefits from enrollment in preschool education, only 411,000 were actually

enrolled. There remains, therefore, a wide unsntisfied gap to which national programs

should be directed due possibly to the following reasons: (a) thete were not enough spaces
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available (Table XIV); (b) parents were satisfied with existing custodial arrangements;

(c) most parents were not aware of the benefits which could accrue to their children

from enrollment in quality early childhood learning programs. By 1975, we would

expect all poor four and five year olds to be enrolled in preschool education facilities.

In the case of three year olds, 7.4% with family incomes under $3,000 were enrolled

in 1970. (Table X) A slightly higher enrollment percentage for three year olds in 1975

would be expected, because of the expected increase in numbers of poor mothers with

children under six joining the labor force. If the recommended research indicates that

three year olds are ready for and would measurably profit from education in preschool

facilities, then all poor three year olds should also be enrolled by 1980. (See Appendix

A-Vl for consolidated table showing potential target groups to be served by income level.)



TABLE X

POPULATION AND ENROLLMENT BY AGE AND INCOME (000)

Population

October, 1969

Enrollment
No. %

October, 1970

Population Enrollment
No. %

3 Years Old

Under $3,000 @ 330 19 5.8 305 23 7.4

Under $7,:100 @ 1,642 98 6.0 1,508 131 8 .7

4 Years Old

Under $3,000 @ 308 52 16.9 313 61 19.6

Under BY,500 1,686 282 16.7 1,509 331 21.9

5 Years Old

Under $3,000 @ 315 152 48.3 298 140 46.8

Under $7,500 @
1,714 1,003 58.5 1,488 891 59.9

Nlte that available data on income groupings were not exactly comparable with the
breakdown we have been using, i.e. $7,000 and the poverty level cut-off which
was $3,968 for a non-farm family of four in 1970.

Source: Hurd, Gordon E. October, 1969 Prenrimary Enrollment, Washington, D. C
GPO, 1970.

Octnher, 1970 Preprimary Enrollment. ( in pro")



--General CharacterisHcs

Kindergarten has been mainly supported by public school systems as integral

to their educational programs. Prekindergarten offering: on t!'e other hand, hove

remained essentially nonpublic in nature. (Table X1) Analysis of 1969 and 1970 enroll-

ment data for prekindergarten: however, reveals that the public share (but not especially

public school share) of the prekindergarten enrollment has slowly increased, largely

as a result of the introduction of the Head Start programs in 1965.

While a small number of public school systems do operate nursery schools, they

amount to only a small fraction of the total prekindergarten enrollment. (NEA Research

Division, 1968, p. 6)
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TABLE X1

ENROLLMENT DATA OF THREE TO FIVE YEAR OLD CHILDREN, 8Y TYPE OF PROGRAM,

AGE AND SPONSORSHIP (000)

October, 1969
%

October, 1970
No.

3 Year Olds

Kindergarien 22 100.0 22 100.0
Public 9 40.9 12 54. 5
Nonpublic 14 59.1 10 45.5

Prekinderyrten 293 100.0 432 100.0
Public 68 23.2 110 25.4
Nonpublic 225 76.8 322 74.6

4 Year Olds

Kindergaften 394 100.0 435 100.0
Public 285 72.3 318 73. I
Nonpublic 109 27.7 117 26.9

Prekinderparten 485 100.0 571 100.0
Public 135 27.8 176 30.8
Nonpublic 350 72.2 395 69.2

5 Year Olds

2,676 100.0 2,552 100.0Kindergartrn
Public 2,229 87.0 2, 168 84.9
Nonpublic 446 13.0 314 15 .1

Prekindergerten 79 100.0 91 100.0
Public 39 49.3 45 49.4
Nonpublic 40 50.7 46 50.6

3,4 and 5 Year Olds

Kindergarr 3,092 100.0 3,010 100.0
Public 2,523 81.6 2,498 83.0
Nonpublic 569 18.4 512 I 7.0

Prekhdergarten 857 100.0 1,094 100.0
Put lid 242 28.2 331 30.3
Nonpublic 615 71.8 763 69.7

1. Public Programs may include both those in public school
public monies outside of public school systems.

Source: Hurd, Gordon. October, 1969 Preprlmary Enrollment, 1970 Preprimory
6-28
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TABLE XII

FEDERAL COSTS AND CHILDREN SERVED IN DAY CARE FACILITIES WITH

FUNDS COMING FROM PUBLIC SOURCES OUTS;DE THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMA

Enabling Legislation
and Program in Day Care Facilities, FY 1971 FY 1971 (million $)

Number of Children Served Total Federal Dollars

Economic Opportunity Act

Title 1; Concentrated Employment 9,500 $ 7.5

Title II-B: Head Start
Full Year

Part Day 174,000
Full Day 89,000

263,000 278.0

Summer 209,000 46. 6

Parent-Child Centers 3,200 (0-3 years) 5 .0

(2,485 families
in 32 Centers)

3,900 (siblings
3-18)

Title III-B Migrant
(only rough figures available)

2,000 1.3

Elementary end Secondary Education Act

Title 1 348,000 67.9

Social Security Act

117, 162 54.0*Title 1V-1 Work Incentive Program
( incl. school age)

2AFDC 197, 479 273.51

( incl. school age)

3Title 1V-B Child Welfare Services 20,000 1.9

1,173,241 $735.71

* State Costs Related to the Program:

1 $ 18.0
2 91.17

3 21.839

Sources; OCD Day Care Division; OE Public Affairs; OEO Migrant Branch.
A

These costs do not include such other programs as Sesame Street, School Lunch, etc.
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--Regional Distributions

Reg! onal and geographb breakdowns of current enrollment information reveal

that more children were enrolled in preschool programs in the "Metropolitan, other"

classification than in inner-city or non-metropolitan categories, during both 1969 and

1970. This is in contrast to the high probability that a significant proportion of the

target population may be residing in"inner-cities". The same finding is buttressed

further by the fact that a higher enrollment ratio exists in nonpoverty areas as compared

with poverty areas in Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas with populations greater

than 250,000. (Table XIII).

.The lowest regional enrollment ratio hat, been experienced in the South. In 1969

the proportion of families below the poverty level was larger in the South than in any

other region and was more than twice os large for black families in every region.

(Profiles of Children, p. 21) However, block children were enrolled at slightly higher

rates than whites in regions outside the South, and at slightly lower rates in the South.

Since more than half of all three to five year old black children live in the South, the

relatively !ow enrollment rate for the region as a whole resulted in a smaller national

percentage of block enrol Iment.(Hurd, 1970, p.6)
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T ABLE X III

POPULATION AND ENROLLMENT OF THREE TO FIVE YEAR OLDS, BY kGE,

PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND REGION (000)

October, 1969
'Population Enrolled

No. %

October, 1970
Population Enrolled

No. %

Total 3,4 and 5
Year Olds

1.Metropolitan
Central 3,222 1,202 37.3 3,087 1,218 39.4

Metropolitan,other 4,096 1,608 39.3 3,949 1,705 43.1

Nonmetropolitan 4,107 1,139 27.7 3,913 I, 181 30.2

2.Total in SMSA's
population greater
than 250,000

6,388 2,512 39.2 6,127 2,599 42.4

Poverty Area 1,040 348 33.5 999 376 37.6

Nonpoverty Area 5,347 2,163 40.5 5,128 2,221 43.3

3.Regions
N E 2,763 1,066 38.6 2,621 1,127 43.0

N C 3,162 1,124 35.5 2,976 1,161 39.0

3,470 906 26.1 3,456 980 28.4

2,054 853 41.5 1,897 836 44.1

Five Year Olds
1.Metropo Dan

Central 1,111 783 70.5 1,076 755 70.1

Metropolitan,other 1,480 1,115 75.3 1,389 1,062 76.5

hbnmetropolitan 1,410 857 60.8 1,349 826 61.2

2..Total in SMSA's
population greater
than 250,000

2,250 1,672 74.3 2,144 1,605 74.8

Poverty Area 356 233 65.3 346 237 68.5

Nonpoverty Area 1,894 1,440 76.0 1,798 1,367 76.1

3. Region
N E 947 711 75.1 953 701 73.5

N C 1,113 883 79.3 1,014 870 85.8

1,214 578 47.6 1, 194 568 47.6

726 582 80.2 65; 505 77.2
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Table XIII, continued.

October, 1969
Population Enrolled

No. %

October, 1970
Population Enrolled

No. %

Four Year Olds

I. Metropolitan Central 1,089 296 27.2 1,012 315 31.1Metropolitan, other 1,339 368 27.5 1,288 447 34.7Nonmetropolitan 1,380 216 15. 7 1,320 245 18.5

2. Total in SMSA's
population greater
than 250,000

2,122 607 28.6 2,006. 691 34.5

Poverty Areas 346 88 25.4 340 107 31.4Nonpoverty Areas 1,776 519 29.2 1,666 584 35.1

3. Regions
N E 944 280 29.7 849 315 37.2N C 1,086 191 17. 6 976 193 19.8S 1,124 225 20.0 1,160 278 24.0W 654 184 28.1 635 220 34.6

Three Year Olds

I. Metropolitan Centrai 1,021 121 12.1 999 148 14.8Metropolitan, other 1.277 l2i 9.8 1,272 196 15.4Nonmetropolitan 1,317 67 5.1 1,244 110 8.9
2. Total in SMSA's

population greaMr
than 250,000

2,015 232 11.5 1,977 303 15.3

Poverty Areas 338 28 8.3 313 32 10.4Nonpoverty Areas 1,677 204 12.1 1,664 270 16.2

3. Regions
N k 845 75 8.9 819 III 13.6N C 963 50 5.2 986 98 10.0S 1,1 32 103 9.1 1,102 134 12.1W 673 87 12.9 608 III 18.2

Source: Hurd, Gordon. E. Oct., 1969 Preprimary Enrollment, Wash . ,D.0 .: GPO, 1970.
Oct., 1970 Preprimary Enrollment (in press)
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Facilities for Preschool iducation

Since public school systems have generally' provided and increasingly continue to

meet kindergarten needs, we assume that projected enrollment needs in kindergarten

will be met. With the population decline expected in 1975, there may be excess capacity

in kindergarten facilities, some of which may be used for prekindergarten programs.

Insofar as licensed day care facilities are concerned, their number and capacity

have been growing over the years. indicating the rising demand for child care services.

In 1970, the estimated capacity of licensed day care centers and family day care homes

amounted to 778,000 children (unpublished estimate of National Center of Social

Statistics.) There are more facilities actually available, since "only about 2% of

family day core homes and 90% of day care centers are licensed." (Westinghouse, (970,

p. vii) The majority of licensed facilities are proprietary in nature. Because licensing

requirements differ from state to state, and often deport from Federal Interagency

Day Care Standards, (Senate Finance Committee, 1971, p.14) we cannot even be sure

of uniformity in present polities among licensed units. The proportion of public licensed

day care centers and family day care homes to the total facilities (which include privately

administered ones), has increased from 5% in 1967 to only 8.5% in 1970.

A recent study of day care resulted in the conclusion that in general, quality care

is not profitable. (Abt Associates, 1971, p. 10) The capacity of wellthier families to

pay the costs aside, the economically disodvantaged population stands in particular

need of facilities and programs with public or phHanthropic support.
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TABLE XIV

TOTAL NUMBER AND CAPACITY OF LICENSED DAY CARE FACILITIES, 1960-00

Day Care Centers Ftmily Day Core Homes Total
No. of
Facilities

No. of
Spaces

No. of
Foci lines

No. of
Spaces

No. of
Focilities

No. of
Spaces

1960' 4,426 141,200 13,600 42,200 18,026 183,400

:967 10,400 393,000 24,300 8 1,900 34,700 474,900

1969 13,600 518,000 32,700 120,000 46,300 638,000

1970* 16,800 631,000 40,200 147,000 57,000 778,000

Qgx_Spre Centers

Public Voluntary Proorietary
No. Of
FocHities

No. of
es

No. of
Facilities

No. of
, es

No. of No. of
-1'

1960 310 52,244 1,239 16,944 2,877 72,012

1967 400 22,600 2,600 113,900 6,900 239,300

1969 230 34,700 4,100 178,000 7,600 266,000

1979* 1,200 50,500 5,600 233,000 8, 600 299,9D_

Family Da7 C912.1112m._

1960 680 no doto 136 no data -
1967 800 2,500 400 1,300 18,400 63,900

1969 2,500 3,000 550 2,100 27,700 102,000

1970* 4,400 15,

Source: Ronold Porker ond Jane Knitzer. Background Paper on Day Core and Preschool
Servkes: Trend in the 1960's and Issues for the 1970's, p. 10-11.

* 1970 Estimates from National Center for Social Statistics, HEW Social Rehabilitation
Service (in press)
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Instructional Staff

Recommendations as to the "Roper" pupil-teacher or odult-teacher ratio

for preschool do not always agree, making prbjections of staff needs quite tenuous.

The use of aides, whether parents, Moh school students or other volunteers, has been

widely recommended as a valucble odjunct to the teoeher with a professional degree, yet

little use h moc:e of teochers' aides. (Abt Associates, 1970, p. 7) 'Contrary to

expectations, few day care personnel aro volunteers: fewer than 4% of the staff

ore volunteers and only 1% of them wnrk full time." (Westinghouse, 1971, p, ix)

Nevertheless, wider use of aides will not only lessen the financial burden of preschool

programs, but also will help to improve the quality of the education provided.

The trend toward increasing the educational value of day core programs calls

for more teachers qualified in the field of early childhood development to work

with well-trained aides. Department of Labor projections indicate that manpower needs

for growth and replacement for all teachers will total 1.2 million over the 1968-1980

period (including 120,000 pre-primary teachers). If past patterns of entry into the

elementary teaching profession continue, the potential supply will be almost 2 million

or about 800,000 greater than will be demanded. (Hedges, Janice, 1970, p. 44)

A recent New York Times article, using NEA data, supports projections of oversupply,

predicting that this phenomenom is not simply a short-term one. (N.Y. Times, July 28,1971)

In deterinIMeg the number of future teachers required, class or group sizes must

be token into account. Ideally, five year olds should attend classes with an adult :

student ratio of 1 : 10. Thh ratio differs from the Federal Interagency Standards for

Cb y Core (1 : 7), bvt agrees with the recommendations of the Education Commission
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of the States. 11:e 1 ederol Interagency Day Core Standards have been reported

to be tether stringent and there hove been recommendations to chonge some

regulations. (Parker, Ronald, p. 53). Class size may be expected to vary from

20 to 30 students, depending on the need and the focilities available.

For four year olds, on odult : student ratio of I : 7 is recommended, in

agreement with the Federal Interagency Day Care Standards. Class size For four

year olds should have an upper limit of 20 children, with the average varying from

15 to 20. For children under four, a family day care environment is envoned,

with on odult : student ratio ..et ot I : 5.

Total enrollment projections for three to five year olds ore presentid

in Table IX. In order to arrive at the maximum number of teachers needed in the

Feld of early childhood education, we used high and probably overly optie.tic

projections. We assumed on average class of twenty children as the base grow for

one professional teacher. The high projections show 7,845,000 three to five year

olds enrolled in preprimary educational programs for whom 392,250 professional

teachers vould be needed by 1980. Since 120,000 preprimory teachers hove alreody

been estimated as ovnilable, the difference (272,250) might be met from the projected

oversupply of 800,000 teochers by 1980 who might be retrained to work in early

childhood education. (Hedges, Janice, 1970, p. 44) At the same time, because

of financial :*mitations, a continuing program of selection and training of paraprofessionals

and volunteers must still be thoroughly planned and funded. The problem of INinging

properly quolified teachers into those geographic areas most in need of them represents

still another problem requiring solution.



APPENDIX to NEEDS: METHODOLOGY

Ariz_Mith9d for Esflmatlnp the Ae .for Pro'ewn ctions Table I

A. In 1975 4 yr. olds 3,350 it 49.596 (Bibliography: I22,p.37)
land 4 yr. olds 7;768

Froomkin estimate of 3 ond 4 year olds. so 6,862

A year olds is 6,862 (49.5) s 3,937 (Bibliography:40

B. 1975 Froomkin 3-5 112 10,160
0040

Census-3-5 wow

Census projections under 6 = 20,775

Adjusted figure = 20,775 (1.0048) = 20,875

C. 1980

1980

4 yr.olds 3 706 el 49.57%
3 and 4 yr. olds 7,476

Froomkin estimate of 3 and 4 yr. olds =7,579
4 yr. olds = 7,579 (49.57) = 3,757

Froomkin 3-5 11,171 ir 1.0048
Census 3-5

Census projections under 6 = 22,798
Adjusted figure 22,798 (1.0048) = 22,997

D. 1969 and 1970 data ere based from March, 1970 and March,1971 sample survey.

A-11. Basis for Estimates of Children in Families, (Table 11)

In 1970, Children in FamMes:

Total under 6 = 99.4%
White = 82.9% of total children under 6 in famHies
Block = 15.5% of total children under 6 in families
5 years old = 98.9%
4 years old 99.3%
3 years old =99.5%

Under 3 years old s 99.5%
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A-Ill. Method for Proiectina Poor Chi idran In Families (Tabis IIIL

A.1975 figures use same percentage of people in poverty as in 1969, based
on the belief that:

a. 1970-1971 is not reflective of downward trend in poverty.
However, the increase in 1970-71 and possibk 1972, is
expected to toper off to the 1969 level by 1975;

b. In 1970, children under 6 in poverty, comprised 16.5%
of total. In 1969, it was 15.3% and in 1968 it was 16.0%.

In 1969 and 1975 Children in Families in the Poverty Level:

under 6 = 15.3%
White = 56. 7% of children under 6 in poverty
Block = 41. 6% of children under 6 in poverty

5 yr. olds
4 yr. olds
3 yr. olds
under 3 years old

= 15.7% of total children under 6
= 16.2% of total children under 6
= 16.6% of total children under 6

se 51.5% of total children under 6

B. 1980 data assumption: trend from 1959-1969 would resume by 1976-1980.

1959 = 6,268 (26%)
1969 =3,298 (15.3%)

The annual compounded rote of decrease for the period 1959 to 1969
has been observed to be 3.56%. In 197$, there were 3,175 poor children
under six. Five years later, at a 3.56% annual rote of decrease, there
would be 2.567 million children under six.

By 1980; y 1980 =1,813

5 yr. olds = 15.5% of total children under 6
4 yt. olds = 16.4% of total chiljren under 6
3 yr. olds = 16.7% of total children under 6
under 3

yrs. old = 51.4% of total children under 6

3 yr. olds = 16.8% of children under poverty under 6
under 3 yrs. old = 52.2% of children under poverty level under 6.
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Under 6. White: :969 = 1870 1959 at 4159

The annual compounded rote of decrease for the period 1959-1969 has been

4.7%. In 1975, 1,800 white children under stx were estimated. The 1980 figure

at a 4.7% annual rate of decrease would then be 1,336.

Under 6, Block: 1969 = 1372 1959 = 2022

The mistral compounded rate of decrease wos 2.8%. Block children under
six were estimated to be 1,321 in 1975. By 1980, the estimated number would be 1,125.
A decreasing gap in the absolute number of poor white and block children under fix is
observed under this assumption.

A-V. Method for EstimatiroChildren in Families with Mothers in the Labor

lb" O (Table V)

A. The only figure available was the total number of children under 6 in
1969 with mothers in the labor force which was 5,807,000.

B. The percent change of the numbers of mothers in the labor force amounted to
opprosimately 4% per onnum from 1959 to 1970. ( There were 2,957,000
in 1959 and 4,555,000 mothers in the workforce in 1970)

C. This annuol percent" increase was assumed to apply to the number
of children under 6 with mothers in the workforce.

1969 = 5,807 ( children under 6)
y 1970 = 5,807 (1.04) = 6039
y 1 975 5,807 ( 1.265) 7346
y 1980 r-- 5,807 (1.53S) = 8937

D. The 1969 black and white proportion of all' children under 6 with mothers
in the labor force was assumed to apply for the other time periods. 78.2%
were white children and 20.1% were block.

E. The age distribution for the different years as shown by the Census projecfions
(122) were assumed to apply to the children of mothers in the work force.

1969 1970 1975 1980

5 year olds 18.1 % 17.2 96 15.7 9 15.5 %

4 year olds 17.2 16.6 16.2 16.4

3 year olds 16.4 16.2 16.6 16.7

under 3 years old 48.3 50.0 51.5 51.4

453-405 0.72 - 9
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A-V1. Method for Estimating Children in Families with Mothers
in the Labor Force and Family Income within the Poverty Leve 11

by Age (003) (TABLE V1)

A. The only figures avalloble were:
Children under 6 in families with mothers in the labor force in
1969 : 5,807,000
Children under 6 in families with mothers in the labor f,rce and
income uniet $7,000: 1,775,000

I. The total of poor children under 6 in 1969 was 3,298,000 MBLE 111), or
49.2% of the 6,706,000 children under 6 with family income under
$7,000.

C. 1,775,000 (49.2) = 873,00 poor children of mothers :n the workforce
in 1969 (TABLE VI)

D. 873,000 is 15% of the 5,807,000 total children under 6 of mothers the
workforce. For the projection of children under 6 of mothers in the
workforce, 15% were assumed to be poor until 1975. From 1976 - 1980,
the 3.56% rate of decrease in poverty was assumed to apply. In 1975,
1,102,000 children under six with mothers in the workforce were estimated
to be poor. By 1980, the estimate number would be 891,000.

E. The age distribution for the total population was assumed to hold for this
segment.
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DIMENSIONS OF COST

Overview

Exhting data on Vas costs of preprimary educational programs have been found at

best to be fragmentary, sketchy and unsystematic. Mary Dublin Keyser ling, in a telephone

interview, commented that "nothing on the cost side has been responsibly done. Estimates

ore by guess and by gosh." Sometimes comparisons between various types of programs

are tenuous because overall per-child costs ate often given without specifying cost break-

downs; Lyon investigation it is found that different elements compose different programs

"tMfortunately, current proctice rarely compares the total amount spent per pupil with a

breakdown of what the money is buying." (Firrnon, William, et al, 1967, p.91)

Wide geographic cost variations are often observed for the same program. For

instance, annual per pupil costs of Head Start programs have beet) estimated to run from

$870 in South Carolina to $2,800 in Boston. (Education Commission of the States, p.47)

'Cosh for day core con only be spolcen about on a general " (LcCrosse, p.15) The

state of cost information is such that, at the least, we must recommend early development

of a standarclized cost occounting system that will permit future comparhons to be mode

on o more concrete and rational basis. A companion management information system is

also called for, so that information on numbers and bockgrounds of children enrolled,

program objectives, program types, odult staff charocterhtics, later individual progress,

and other evaluative information could be occulnulated for better decision-making in the

future.

As a minimum, a cost accounting system should price separately:

1). Salaries of teaching stuff by level (professional, paraprofessional,
assistant), p11.4 fringe benefits.

2). Salaries of other personnel, plus benefits by category, e.g. health,
social services.
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3). Turnover costs for personnel
4). Transportation
5). licensing
6). Stoff development and training
7). Food
8). Research and evaluation
9). Supplies
10). Capital outlay: building, equipment, and/or spoce rental.
11). Parent involvement and education

12). If proprietary, surplus over costs Of any)

In reporting, organizations should be required to specify the number of hours,

(da)., weeks, month, years)children are provided service, the child-staff ratios

(for educational services only); the position level of the staff (teachers, oides, etc.);

number of children by age, roce, sex, socioeconomic status, and other foctors

significent to their education.

Since preschool educotion is a highly lobor intensive operation,costs in large

measure are occounted for by related staff expenditures, a conclusion corroborated by

other investigations in this field. The findings of Abt Associates in "A Study of Child

Core, 1970-71" show that %bout 4/5 of the real costs of child care ore personnel

costs."

While costs are high, savings have been effected bY a number

of devices, omong them recruiting of ch;ldren within short distances of the focility to

limit transportation costs; use of existing structures, such as available elementary school

classrooms or churches (although facilities should bc: adequate to the purpose), mobile

vans or playground spaces (in warn climates); use of school lunch programs; renovating

rother than constructing new buildings; coordinating with other programs to effect savings

in purchasing and joint use of supportive personnel, e.g., the 4-C Community Coordinated

Child Care progrom--created by a Federal Panel on Early Oil Idhood in 1968, Parent

Cooperative Preschools, Internationai claims to spend 70% to 30% less than private

ntirsny schools, mainly by the use of Pon-working mothers as classroom assistants, freeing

staff for other functions.
7-2
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Cos* savings may also be achieved by establishing preschool facilities

at secondary schools. While serving the preschoolers as non-paid aides, the

high school students may learn about child development. With some 26,000

high schools in the country, and an average of 20 preschoolers per school, some

half million additional spaces for early childhood learning become readily available.

It hos been noted that present day care facilities ore frequently under-

enrolled. Transportation difficulties have been cited as a possible cause of

under-enrollment, especially for poor children. Transportation arrangements and

their funding have therefore been incorporated as adjunct to the programs being

proposed. Another reason for this may lie in the fact that there is a time lag

in enrollment because parents are temporarily committed to other arrangements.

In any case, preliminary market survey analyses of each interested community are

indicated before decisions to build new facilities are made.

Cost-benefit information on early childhood educational programs

is largely conjectural, rather than data based. The reasons for the absence of

such studies ore essentiaNy similar to the reasons for the weakness of evaluation

research: lock of clear, measurable statements of objectives or goals and inadequate

measums of effectiveness.

7-3
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The "outputs" frecuently associated with these programs are: a) success as an adult;

b) satisfactory academic achievement, at least in elementary school; c) dropout prevention;

d) delinquency prevention. All of these require evidence collected over a long period

of time (in some cases, over a decade or more). As is the case with any longitudinal

study, the likelihood of being able to obtain acceptable data, uncontaminated by multiple,

often covert, intervening variables, is not high.

On the other hand, as was $een in the section concerned with research, generally

positive gains have been found for preschool learning in terms of increased IQ scores or other

test measures, reduced dropouts, reduction of widening gaps between disadvantaged

and non-disadvantaged children, increased social skills, early detection of health

problems which are potentially debilitating to learning, and adjustment to school.

Day care supporters also hope that increases in day care facilities (with a good educational

base) would enable more wel fare mothers to take job training and eventually, actual

jobs. This would mean a consequent reduction in the tax burden for public welfa re.

(S-nate Finance Committee, 1971, pp.2-3)

Other benefits may be derived from internally focused analysis. For example, large

day care centers seem more economical to operate than smaller ones, but is the kind of

warmth and attention given to children in large facilities equally good? (The Large Day

Care Center as a Child-Rearing Environment, mimeo, undated)

Furthermore, in assessing costs within an individual program, it is well to note that

the most costly service is nrt necessarily the most beneficial to the child. For example,
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a child-adult ratio at present is arbitrarily determined. Is 1:6 or 1:7 more or less

effective with children? If less, how much less? What trade-off will be acceptable

under conditions of limited funding?

Detailed Cost Analysis of Preschool Programs

The costs to meet current and projected needs outlined on the following pages

are based on the following assumptions.

I I. There should be publicly funded preschool education, in kindergarten or
t
I

day core facilities, as appropriate, for all four and five year olds whose
t family income is below the poverty level. Financial considerations per-

mitting, these services should also be extended to children whose family
1

i
income falls under $6,900 (in 1970 dollars).

i 2. Services should be available to all children under six whos mothers are

employed. For families whose incomes fall within the poverty level
(below $3,968 in 1970, annually adjusted to the consumer price index),

such services should be available at public expense. Should govern-
mental finances be available, such publicly funded preschool programs
should also be available without cost to those whose incomes do not
exceed $6,900 (1970 &Liars) .

3. For poor, nonworking mothers with children under six who are not in
preschool educational programs, community parent education centers
should be established. Using matching funds, these centers may be
administered by a variety of authorized agencies which would provice
services to parents outside the home, or through various approaches to

in-home services.

4. Federal grants at the level of 80% of the tofal should be available for
renovation or construction.

5. Diagnostic health, psychological and educational services should be
available for children beginning at the age of four or younger. No fee
should be required for poor families, nor, if funds permit, for those whose

income falls below $6,900.

6. All programs should be considered voluntary, but outreach efforts should
be made to acquaint parents with the availability and objectives of these
programs.



7. A national rematch and evaluation program should be mounted
at the rate of 5% of the outlay for early childhood education, in
order to assure continued growth in knowledge required to produce
programs of high quality. Research should concentrate at the beginning
on the possibility of having three yeer olds involved In group administered
preschool activities.

8. Funds should be provided for development of models of rairling and for
actuol training of staff, both paid and volunteer; both professional and
paraprofessional. Funds are also required to update and improve early
childhood education programs at colleges and universities. The Education
Professions Development Act could be the initial vehicle for obtaining
needed funds.

9. The first two years of the proposed program should be essentially used
as start-up time for staff training and other necessary arrangements ta
insure quality of programs.*

The cost estimates presented were generally adapted from the survey done by Abt
Associates in "A Study in Child Care, 1970-71", and the Standards and Costs of
Day C ire by HEW, Office of Child Development in 1967. The divergences in the
ultimate program costs arrived at were brought about by different assumptions as to
adult:student ratios and the needed supportive services. The ratios were based on
average enrollment, not on average daily attendance, as was dune by Abt.
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--Kindergartens

In the school year 1967-1968, pupil-teacher ratios in public school

kindergarten were:

Full Day

Half Day

Other

I Semester or Less More than 1 Semester

24 22

40 a) 48
a)

35
a) a)

3 6

a)
These ratios reflect the fact that teachers were responsible for more than one
class daily.. (N EA, 1969, p. 33)

Since teachers often handle classes without other assistance, the above

ratios approximate our definition of adult pupil ratio. It may be noted that the Federal

Interagency Day Care Standards prescribe a ratio of one adult to seven five year olds.

The Education Commission of the States, on the other hand, recommends a ratio of

1:10, still a considerable reduction from prevailing adult : child ratios.

It is noted that some four year olds are presently enrolled in kindergartens.

In fact, the median admission age for public school systems with kindergarten

programs in 1967-68, was four yeais, ten months. (NEA.p . 5)

In adding adults to staff to achieve either of the recommended adult:student

ratios, it is proposed that aides or paraprofessionals supplement the professional teaching

staff, as for example, one teacher and two aides for a class of 30 kindergarten students for

a single session in one day. While class size may vary, the upper limit should be set at

around 30 students. Teachers should be expected to teach only one half-day session,

allowing the remainder of the day for parent education and participation along with
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preparation for the next clan.

It may be noted that two half-day sessions of 30 children can be accommodated

by using the same facilities and equipment. There should be one teacher for each class

but the two aides could work with both teachers. Volunteers and older children for

cross-age tutoring could further supplement the teacher, as could students enrolled in

proposed courses in Child Development.

Per pupil expenditures for public school kindergartens ranged from $150 to $800

in 1967-08. Increased parent involvement and the increased adult : student ratio would

raise costs to an average annual figure of $1,147 per pupil. (Table A). This is derived

from a prototype model based on an ddult : student ratio of I : 10. Transportation,

nutrition, and health services were all incorporated as essential, in view of the economic,

social and cultureal backgrounds of the target group.

As seen above, kindergartens are not now infrequently staffed at a ratio of

twenty to thirty children per teacher, for two and a half to three hour sessions. Since

kindergartens are normally held for half a day or less,(Hawaii is an exception), food costs

tend to be negligible. Comparisons of costs of present and recommended kindergarten

arrangements must therefore be made with the understanding that future proposals call for

on enriched program, predicated on the idea of a half-day session; or for children of

poor working mothers who are ready for an equivalent kindergarten experience, fulkday

programs. (Table C) The costs for the educational components are based on the 1970 - 1971

average salary schedule of elementary school teachers in public schools. (NEA) There

is a difference between salaries received for teachers in kindergarten and those in day care

facilities; the latter figure, based on results of the Abt Associates' survey, may rise as a

result of the increase in the demand fpr preschool educational facilities or greater employment

of professional teachers.

7-8
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During school year 1966-67, onj a very small segment of public school systems

operated nursery schools; a total of 11,970 systems wDh enrollment of 300 or more,

only WS conducted nursery programs. In 141 of these, according tb the NEA survey,

average pupil-teacher ratios were reported as follows:

Full Day Sessions 13.6 : I

Half Day Sessions 25.2 I

Other 31.1 : I

Total 24.7 :.1

More widespread use of teacher aides has been made in preschool porgrams,

other than kindergartens run by public school systems. When they have been employed,

with an average of one aide to a teacher,, the overage adult : pupil ration tends to hover

around I :13.

Again, prototypc models are presented for both half day and full day educational

programs in day care settings. (Tables, B,C,and D) In these, costs of full day care

with a significant educational component are estimated for four and five year old children

of poor working mothers, in which children would be provided for over a ten to twelve

hour day for the entire calendar year. In both types of day care situations, half day or

full day, parent education is designed as integral to the program, although its extent

would be expected to be greater for nonworking than for working mothers. For working

mothers, group activities and possibly home visiting would be arranged at night or during

the weekends, to meet their schedule requirements. Again, essential supplementary ser-

vices are provided in the programs envisioned.
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In recognition of the needs of children younger than four whose mothers

,are working or in troining, we recommend family day care homes as the setting

for early childhood education, with the provho that the care include

stimulatinv environmental experiences both for infants and toddlers. The health

care and nutriHon programs may take place in coordinated community centers, as in

other day care educational programs. Transportation costs are shown, although in

many cases this ccst may be eliminated when children are drawn from the same

neighborhood. A " Summary of Comparative Component Costs" Fcr the various program

arrangements shown in Tables A, B, C and D appears as part 2 of the Technical

Appendix at the end of this section.



TABLE A

Operating Costs of Education in an Enriched Kindergarten Program

e.g, in a class of 30 children with a 1:10 odult:pupil ratio.
2 half-day sessions in a single day are held with the 2 aides working

n both sessions while the teachers are involved in parent education
activities.

Education:

Nutrition:

Arinuc_ ISL.Child-CsUL

2 teachers @ 9025 $18,050
2 aides @3450 6, 900
Fringe benefits,

payroll taxes 6)10.2% 2,545
Training 5% of salary 1,247

28,742 (60)..479
E ducationa I consum ables 35

Other 40 $554

I cook 1/9 time @ 5,250 583
b) 10.2% 59

(60).. 11

Food (2 meals,2 snacks) 210

Other 10 231

Health: 1 nurse 1/9 time @i5,900 655
b) 10.2% 67

722 (60)..I2
Other 7

Occupancy:

Administration:

19

!Custodian 1/9 time @ 4,550 505
b) 10.2% 51

-53r(60)

1 principal 1/9 time @ 15,126 1,669
1 Ass't. Principal 1,663

1/9 time @ 14,967
1 Secretary/Bookkeper

1/9 time @ 5,700 633
b) 10.2% 404

4,369 (60)-73
Other. 84

157

7771
Transportation H 177

$ 1,147-

* no rent since the program would run as,an integral part of sChool system.
Assume: grades.K-8 program with 1 section per full-day segment.
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TABLE B

Operating cost of Half Day Education in a Day Care Center

e.g.160 s tudents in a session. Four classes with 15

students each to maintain adult : student ratio of I : 7.
The aides would work with both groups while the teachers

engage in work preparation and parent education the rest

of the day.

Education:

Nutrition:

Annual Cost
8 teachers @ 6000 48,0M0
4 aides @ 3450 13, 00
Fringt benefits and
payroll tax b) 10.2% 6,304

Educational Consumables 35

Othpr 40

Per Child Cost

$668

I Cook 2/3 time* @5,250 3,500
Fringe benefits and
payroll tax b) 10.2% 357

3,857 (I20)... 32
Foodstuffs 21 0

Other 1 0 252

Health; I nurse, 2/5 time * © 5,900 2,360

Fringe benefits b) 10.2% 241

2,601 (120)... 22
Other 7

Occ upancy

Administration:

Transportation:

1 Custodian, 2/3 time * @4,550 3;032
Fringe benefits b) 10.2% 303

3,335 (120) 28
Rent 200

Other

29

44 272

1 Director © 10,450 10,450

1 Asst. Director @ 7,750 7,750

1 Secretary/Bkkeeper @5,700 5,700

Fringe b) 10.2% 2,438
benefits 26, 338 (I20)... 220

Other

* Time spent is adopted from the survey byAbt Associates (2).
7-12
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TABLE C

Cost of Full Day Education in a Day Care Center

e.g.1 in a medium-sized group of 50 children with 3 classes,
2 of fifteen and one of twenty each with adult : pupil
ratio, set at 1 : 7 for four year olds and 1 : 10 for five
year olds.

Education:

health.;

Qgslupancyi

_Asiminigratigal

Transportation:

Annual Cost Per Child Cost

1 Head Teacher @ 6,750 $6,750
2 Teachers @ 6,000 12,000
3 Aides @ 3,450 10,350

Puyroll taxes
and Fringe Benefits b) 10.2% 2,968

Training 5% of salary

Education Consumables
Other

5% 1,455

1 cook, 2/3 time* @ 5,250
b) 10.2%

Food
Other
1 nurse, 1/5 time*

Other

@ 5,900
b) 10.2%

!Custodian, 3/8 time* @ 4,550
b) 10.2%

Rent
Other

33,-575- (50).. .670
35
40

$745
3,450

352

3,802 (50) . 76
21 0

1,180
120

(50)...

-LIL

26

296

7500
7 33

1,706
174

1, 880 (50) ... 38
200
_44_ 282

1 Director @ 9,400 9,400
1 Adm. Asst. @ 6,000 6, 000

b) 10.2% 1 571_L-
16,971 (50)... 339

Other ..3.21. _AU
1,779

177

$'1 956

* "Time Spent" adapted from survey Abt Associates (2).
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TABLE D

Operating Costs of Full Day Services with Educational Component

in Family Day Care Homes

( 1:5 = adult : pupil ratio)

Education:
Annual Cost

1 Day Care Mother a 4,400 $ 4,40
Fringe Benefits and

payroll taxes b) 10.2% 440

Training c) 5% 220
7376315 (5) 1,012

35
40 $1,087

Education Consumables
Other

Cost Per Pupil

Nutrition: Food 210

Other 10 220

Health: I nurse, 1/25 time @ 5,900* 236

Fringe benefits and payroll
taxes b) 10.2% 24

IgT(5) 52

Occupancy:

Administration:

Transportation:

Other 7 59

Rent' (special maintenance allowance
in lieu of rent and central
administration space) 50

1 custodian, 1/25 time @ 4,550 182

Fringe benefits, payroll taxes 19

b) 10.2% Mr (5) 40
Other 49

Supervisor 1/20 time @ 8,000* 400

Fringe benefits and payroll 40
taxes b) 10.2% Pr (5) 88

Other 84

Tocial

* Salary figures from HEW Standards and Costs of Day Care (128)

7-14
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Financing Requirements

--Gross Financial Reouirements

In order to provide the basic data crucial for national policy making, need

statistics and cost estimates for the different programs are correlated in this section.

A composite picture for the year 1970 has been constructed to show the 1970

costs for a recommended "ideal" program . The 1975 and 1980 projected data were then

adjusted to an assumed 3% average inflation rate, based on GNP trend. (Table E)

With the limitations of the cost data in mind, we find that $4.2 billion and

$3.9 billion would be the gross amounts needed for 1975 and 1980, in order to serve the

target population-of poor children under six years of age.

From Table E. the reader may readily determine the costs for alternative program

mixes to adjust to money constraints or substantive desires. It is also possible to determine

outlays that may be required by stretching out the meeting of program goals; by addressing

the needs of only the poor or the needs of higher level income families ($7,000) as well;

and for essential research and evaluation in support of imptovement of the quality of

programs.
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--Funds Presently Available

Costs in Table E do not require all new appropriations. Current

governmental expenditures directed toward poor children under six, scattered among

various legislative acts, could be pooled and managed as part of the larger recommended

program design. These might include:

TABLE F

Public Funds Available for Poor Preschool Children*

Programs ** Available Public Funds (in million $)

EOA Title I- Concentrated Employment $ 7.5
Title II-B Head Start and Parent Child Centers 339.6
Title III-B Migrant I. 3

ESEA Title 1 67.9

S.S.A. Title IV Work Incentive Program 7 2.0
AFDC 364. 6

Title 1V-B Child Welfare Services 23.739

Model Cities Program (Day Care) 16.356
United Migrant for Opportunities, Inc. (Migrant Mobile Program) 0.963
Appalachian Regional Development Act 6.0
BIA Kindergartens (including Johnson O'Malley funds) 7.150
From Public School Systems: Estimated Kindergarten Expenditures (poor children) 51.099

: Estimated Nursery Expenditures (poor children) 7.803
T.V.: Sesame Street 2.00
Training: Education Professions Development Act 5.5
Research and Development: Agency Funding for Early Learning Research 4 8 . 55

Health Services: Migrant Health Program 3. 5
Title V, S.S.A. 15. 252

Nutrition: School Lunch and Child Nutrition Act ( poor children in
kindergarten and 2.846
prekindergarten)

,043,658

** See Notes aid Sources of Data in Technical Appendix to this Section.
* Assumption is made that programs which now provide only for custodial care can be

supplemented with quality educational efforts.
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Thus, over $1 billion ( in 1970 dollars) is currently appropriated for

purposes which ore integral to the recommended early c:iildhood education

program. Something less than $3 billion in new money would be needed,

therefore, in 1975 and 1980 to meet prolected needs.

--Training and Co ital Costs

In FY 1971, $5.5 million in funds were allocated under the Education

Professions Development Act to train 3,602 instructional staff members. Assuming

these costs to be constant, some $478.5 million would be needed by 1975 for initital

training and re-training of the estimated 312,279 teachers, aides and parent educatiws

for the program proposed.

Capitol outloy for construction or renovation of day care centers run at

approximately $2,000 per child; in some areas, costs are much higher (Women's

Bureau, Bulletin 295, 1971, p.27). Some $2 billion would be needed for total capital

outlay to meet the needs of children from families earning less than $7,000 for 1975

facilities. This cost would be spread over the whole period of operation; it is partially

accounted for in the space rental figure, included in protected costs. The following

table shows costs for construction or renovation allocated by income of parents and type

of day care provided.
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ESTIMATED START-UP CONSTRLCTION OR RENOVATION COSTS

Poverty-level children
X % not enrolled

1/2-day Day Care Full-day Day Care TOTAL
olds 5y1Lolds_ 4 r. olds..±yr.

432,000
80.4

156,000 150,000
53.2 80.4

X $2,000/ child 795,216,000 166,936,000 240,784.009 L2024-23.64-000

Low-income children 459,000 161,000 156,000

X % not enrolled 78.1 40.1 78.1
X $2,000/ child 717,124,000 129 594 000 242,876,000 1 089,594,000

$ 2,292,530 000

Legislative and executive planning should take account of the nced for Funding

and time to accommodate the costs involved in the start-up phase for training and for

construction and/or renovation.

Cost-Ratio Analysis

The reader may finki it of interest to compare per pupil costs for various types

of preprimary education programs with per pupil costs for public elemental)/ schools.

Estimated per pupil expenditure by public elementary and secondary schools for

school year 1970-1971 was $832. (National Center for Educational Statistics, 1971,p.93)

Using ths as a base, cost ratios for five approaches to early childhood learning programs

were calculated. (Table G)

7-20
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TABLE G -1

Cost Relationships between Average Per Pupil Costs in Public Elementary and

Seconder Schools and the Various Recommended Programs (1970- 1971)

Per Pupil Cost Cost Ratio

Current Per Pupil Expenditure in
Elementary and Secondary Public
Schools $ 832 1.00

Enriched Kindergarten 1,147 1.3 8

Half day education in dey care center 1,702 2.0 4

Full day education in day care center 1,956 2 .35

Family day care home education 1,854 2 .23

T.V. 1.00 .001

If we include capital outlay and interrst expenditures in addition to operating

expenditures, the average per pupil cost would be about $1,011. Cost ratios for the different

programs would then 6e:

TABLE G-2

Cost Relationships bOween Average Per Pupil Costs (Current Expenditures plus Capital

Outlay plus Interest) in Public Elementary and Secondary Schools and the Various

Recommended Programs (1970-1971)

Per Pupil Expenditures
(inc I uding Capital Outlay
and Interest) in Elementary and
Secondary Public Schools

Per Pupil Cost

1,011

Enriched Kindergarten 1,147 ,.

Half day education in clay care center 1,702

Full day eductstion in day care center 1,956

Family day core home education 1,854

T.V. 1.00
. 7-21

1.44

1
Cost Ratio

1.00

1.13

1.68

1.93

1.83

.001



Funding Possibilines

Total public school expenditures in school year 1970-71 for elementary and

secondary progg.ams amounted to $43.1 billion, of which $36.7 billion were current

expenditures. The difference is represented by capital outlay and interest. The gross

estimated expenditures for the recommended 1970 preschool education program would

have been $3.6 billion, or approximately 10%. Since about $1 billion might have been

transferred and consolidated from othr appropriotions (Table F) only about $2.6 bi 1 lion

in new monies would have been required for 1970-1971.

Approaches to funding the proposed early childhood programs oTher than

repackaging and supplementing existing funds a re possible, including:

1. Increase in the education foundation formula by the states to include programs for

four and five year olds. The state School Board would be authorized to contract with

non-school agencies for administration of preschool programs. (Education Commission

of the States, 1971)

2. A separate line item in the State education budget for early childhood education.

3. A voucher system and/or add-on to welfare payments. Porents eligikde for financial

assistance may be given authority to select a preschool program for their children from

a register of approved programs. This allowance would be an add-on to any wel fare

payments presently being received.

4 . Larger tax credits for families of low income.

5. A revolving loan fund similar to the legislation introduced by Senator Long, in which

children of poor families would be funded free, and a sliding scale fee would be charged

to families whose income exceeds the given minimum.

6. Introduction of early childhood programs in all high school and post high school



sr.Tr

institutions. With 20 youngsters projected per school, the number of children who might

be accommodated would be 500,000 to 600,000. The cost of the course would be borne

by the school system; student enrollment costs would be only slightly larger than in other

courses.

7. Shifting presently available funds from twelfth grade to preschool. An interesting proposal

has been offered by Wilson RHes, California Superintendent for PubOc Instruction (Time,

July 26, 1971), involving elimination of the twelfth grade and substitution of a year of

education before the present kindergarten age of five. While the average per pupil

expenditure in public elementary and secondary is approximately half the cost of half day

education in day care centers, (Table G) the shift of funds would accommodate the needs

of a large proportion of our target population.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX: NOTES AND SOURCES OF DATA FOR TABLE F

(Part I)

I. EOA data mostly came from OCD Day Care Division except for the Title 111-B

figure which was given by the 0E0 Migrant Division.
2. ESEA Title 1 share for day care was based on FY 1969 figures. In reality, this may

be higher since total ESEA appropriations have increased from $1,123,127,000 in
1969 to $1,500,000,000 in FY 1971. Source: OE Public Affairs.

3. The WIN, AFDC and Child Welfare Services include state funds amounting to
$18.0, $91.1 and $21.8 million respectively.

4. The Appalachian Regional Development Act had $8.5 million total appropriation.
The estimated Fy 1972 total budget has been increased to $10 million. The agency

handling the funds is the Appalachian Regional Commission, a Federally funded
organization.

5. The Ecbcation Professions Development Act appropriations have also been estimlted
to increase to $5.8 millian. This would be for training of teachers and teachers of
teachers for preschool to grade three.

6. Funding for Early Learning Research FY 1970 involved INICERD, BEH, BESE,OCD,
NIMH,NICHHD and 0E0. These amounts have also increased. Source: Searcy,
Ellen. Interim Report on Federal Learning Programs made to the National Program
on Early Childhood Education, December, 1970 (mimeo).

7. From Public School Systems:
The estimated kindergarten expenditure was arrived at by using the average
of the per pupil expenditure range ($1504800) in 1967-68, which was $475.
This average expenditure was applied to the number of children in public
kindergarten with family income of less than $3,000 in Oct. ,1970, which
amounted to 107,578 pupils.

The nursery expenditures in public school systems were based on 1966-67 figures
and therefore, probably underestimated. The total expenditure for the 141 systems
that responded was $15,957,026. The report also showed that 48.9% of th
systems offered programs only to the disadvantaged. This, this rano was used
to get $7,803 million whkh is appropriate for '66-67 but rather low for FY 1971.

8. Funds for the United Migrant Opportunities, Inc. derive from OCD. This will increase
for FY 1972 since the half year appropriation has been set at $697,000. Actually, this
could be considered part of research and demonstration activities, rather than actual
day care allotment.

9. The Model Cities program is handled by HUD. The spending rate has been set at a
total of $630,000,000 per year. The day care proportion has been calculated to be
$16,356,000 for FY 1971 and FY 1972, spent for 139 cities out of the 149 target cities.
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10. The Sesame Street federal contribution is also expected to increase from
FY 1971 figure of $2 million. Congress has ci line item of $5 million for FY 1972.
Actually, there are more federal funds in Sesame Street since the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting, which is partially funded by the Federal government , has a

share in the show of 11,150,000 for 1970-71.
11 . Health Services are ackninistered by the Public Health Administration. In fiscal year

1971, sec. 310 of the Public Health Service Act provided for health services for migrant
children with an apprepriation of $45,062,000. Of this, $14,000,000 were actual
grants and $1,062,000 went to operation of the program. 25% of the migrants served
were estimated to be children under six years old. This ratio was applied to the actual
grant of $14 million to arrive at $3.5 million.

12. Title V of the Social Security Act for Maternal and Child Care funds provided a total
of $247,385,000 fy FY 1971. The preschool breakdown could only be estimated at
about $103,050,000 which was composed of slate grants for maternal and child health
services (09,250,000) and children and youth care ($43,800,000). For the state grants,
8% was preschool and for the children and youth care allotment, 24% was preschool.
The services are provided via the Public Health Administration.

13. Funds for the School Lunch and Child Nutrition Act, administered by the Department of
Agriculture, amounted to $734,303,000 in FY 1971. In fall, 1970, the total public
and private enrollment was 51,600,000 (K-I2). Kindergarten and prekindergarten enrollment
was 4,104,000. Prekindergarten enrollment was added to total enrollment of 51,600,000
to arrive at total Prekindergarten - 12 enrollment of 52,694,000. Of this, 7.8% was
Kindergarten and Prekindergarten. This percentage'when applied to total appropriation of
$734,303,000 would give the appropriation share of this school population segment,
$57,375,634. 4.96% of the children in kindergarten and prekindergcrten were in
families with income under $3,000. This, applying this percentage to $57,375,634
we'arrive at the portion of the appropriation which could go to poor childrAan in kinder-
garten and prekindergarten, $2.846 million. Again, this appropriation is going to
increase since the FY 1972 appropriation is 060,175,000.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX: SUMMARY OF COMPARATIVE COMPONENT
(part 4

. COSTS FOR VARIOUS PROGRAM ARRANGEMENTS

Description Kindeiertn Day Core 1:iyC:_ire Infant
1/2 day 7171-a-aif 157;Fam

Faci I ity In Existing In Day Care Centers In Homes or'

K-8 Schools Centers

Class Size 30 15 2 at 15 1

No. of Sessions 2 4 1 at 20 1

Capacity 60 60 50 5

Adult-Pupil Ratio 1:10 1:7 1:10 5 yr. olds 1:5
1: 7 4 yr. olds

N. Professionals 2 8 3 I Day Care
Mother

No. Mds

PER PUPIL cgs

Instructional 554 668 745 1087

Nutrition 231 252 296 220

Health 19 29 33

Sub-Total 804 949 074

ministration 157 304 423 172,
,

Maintenance 9 72 82 89

S -970 1;325 .- 1 579 1,627

ransportation 1
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